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The meeting was called to order at 9.15 a.m.

COESTION OF PALESTINE

Mr. NAFFAH (Lebanon) (interpretation from Arabic)~ Lebanon, which saw

A/43/PV.8l
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AGENDA ITrJ.1 37 (continued)

NS/mh

(a) REFORT OF THE CDMMITTEE ON THE EXERCISE OF THE INALIENABLE RIGHTS OF THEPALESTINIAN PEOPLE (A/43/35}

Cb) REFORTS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (A/43/272 and A/43/69l)

(c) DRAFT RESOlliTIONS (A/43/L.50, A/43/L.51 and A/43/L.52)

the birth of the United Nations and participated in its founding, attaches great

imJ:X)rtance to t.he future of this Organization, the crystiillization of its goals and

the development of its machinery and bodies, for it provides the best way towards n

better future and a more comprehensive peace in the worlc'l.

Undoubtedly, justice must he the very basis of international peace. fis

meJTbers are aware, at the core of the question of Palestine, which we are

consider.fng today, and of the problem of the Middle East and peace in that region

is the fact that the Pales tin ian people are being de pr ived of their legi timate

rights. Hence, for peace to be achieved, the rights of this people, as the General

Assembly has defined them, must be recognized, including the right to exercise

self-determination, the right to return to their homeland and the right to create a
Sta te on their own land. We bel ieve that we should denounce and reject Israel i

practices in all the occupied territories, as well as any situation stemming from

faits accomplis im(X)sed by Israel, contrary to international law, in particular the

creation of settlements, which are a serious obstacle In peace.

The measures and admini~trative arrangements imJ:X)sed by Israel by force, are

null and v'oid and cannot be condoned. Hence the Leb;!nese Governrnen t has suppor ted

and rerognized the declaration of the Palestine National Council (me) at itc; last

meeting in Algiers proclaiming the Palestinian St.lte.
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Organization.

I sraeli policy.

(Mr. Na ffah # IebanQ!!.)
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Israel persists in occupying part of southern Lebanon and continues its acts

the wodd community, the dignity of peoples and the States MemberS of the

a violation of human rights, the thited Nations Charter, the Geneva Conventions andthe Hague Conventions. Such a situation calls for all-round international supportin order to put an end to this occupation. Those acts of aggression and those

the country. Those acts constitute renewed violations of the sovereignty of a

Iebanon, despi te the fact that Lebanon refuses to condone their dep:>rta tion into

flagrant breach of international law, those Palestinians are deported to southern

Israel must withdraw immediately and unconditionally from southern Lebanon, in

arbitrary practices include random bombing by land, air and sea, killing and

country reduced t.o powerlessness. That is also a well-known aspect of established

harvests. When the Israel i author ities expel Palestin ians from their land, in

NS/mh

resolutions 425 (1978), 508 (1962) and 509 (1982). Israel must respect the will of

wounding citizens and causing extensive damage to their homes, property and

conformity with the relevant security Council resolutions, in particular

of aggression against Lebanese cithens and their land. Those practices constitute
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protecting its northern region is a grave precedent~ it is a distortion of the

doctrine of self-defence that is fraught wi th ser ious consequences. My country has

Israel's per!';istence in occupying parts of southern Lebanon on the pretext of

(Mr. Naffah, Lebanon)
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those values take on added significance now that it lacks the strength to defend

itself. Respp.ct for Lebanon's sC\vereignty and its internationally reoognized

NS/edd

always firmly belip.ved in inalienable rights, dellk)cracy, freedom and human rights~

boundaries is a right all sta tes Members of the Uni ted Na tions must respect.

Lebanon has already enbraced the pr inciple of holding an international peace

conference on the Middle East, in conformi ty wi th the relevant tkIi ted Na tions

resolutions, to achieve a c.:>mprehensive and just solution to the Middle East

conflict. But that does not mean that Lebanon is in favour of the solution to its
0\10 problems being integrated into the solution on the Middle East problem) rather

we believe that those problems require separate, immediate attention, given the

seriousness of the current situation and its negative oonsequences on its social,

political and economic structures. In this context, we assert our rejection of

resettling Palestinians on our land, and we believe that the enshrinement of the

principle of the self-determina tion of peoples requ ires ipso facto recogni tion for

the Palestinian people of their right to creatP. their own State on their own

homeland.

Mr. MAJEWSKI (Poland) ~ The cur ren t debate on the ques tion of Pale~tine

t.:lkes place a t a time 0 f a clear tur n-abollt in in terna tional rela tions towards a

reduction of tensions, halt'.ng the arms race, the development of a positive

dialogue and nu tually beneficial co~pera tion. There is an increas ingly f iem

cnnviction that all regional oonfl iets can and should be settled by pol iticr.il

means, with due regard for the interests of the parties involved. With

cnnsiderable help from the UnitP.d Natinns and it=; Secretary-General, significant
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progress has been made in this res~ct in var ious par ts of the world. However,

complicated areas of tension - the Middle East conflict.

We believe that today as never before prospects are emerging for a

(Mr. Majewski, Poland)
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this has been true only to a small extent as regards one of the ~ost prolonged and

brea tk through in the vicious circle of the Middle East, which has been marked by a
succession of wars and tragedies, to start businesslike discussions on the
settlement of all aspects of the conflict. This is the only way to establish cl

just and lasting peace in the Middle East.

Poland has adhered consistently to the view that the essential elements of a

Middle East sOlution ought to include the "..i thdrawal of Israeli forces from the

territories seized in 1967; the implementation of the inalienable rights of the

Palestinian people to self-determination and independence,; and guarantees of secure
existence and developnent as well as full respect f(n the vital interests of all

States in the region. CMing to the complexity of the problem in its regional and
global aspects, a realistic chance for working out a soluti,()n in accordance with

those princi pI es is 0 f fered only wi th in the fr amewor k 0 f an in terna tiona 1

ool1ference under the auspices of the United Nations and with the participation of

all the parties concerned, on the basis of United Nations resolution,;.

The central issue remains the Palestinian question. The developments in the

situation in the past 40 years, particularly the intifadah, which has now lasted
more than one year, have proved that the Palestinians' rights cannot be ignored or

bypassed. Nor can they be undermined by repreRR ive measuCl'!S which have been

universally condemned. The existence of the Palestinian people is a fact.

Pales tin ians living on the West Bank and the Gaza Std p have demons tra ted beyonc1
cbubt that they do not wish to live under occupation and are determined to carry on

the struggle for their inherent rights.

----------_.....----------
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is evidence of realism and a responsible approach. This pragmatic approach was

15 November 1988. The reoogni tion of the need to convene a Middle East peace

extraordinary session of the Palestine National Council in Algiers on

(Mr. Ma jewsk i, Poland)

A/43/PV.81
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The Palestinians' aspirations were expressed in the decisions aoopted at the

oonference on the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973)

strongly reaffimred by Mr. Yasser Arafat in his imp:>rtant address to th is session

of the General Assembly. He presented realistic proposals that call for a

constructive response by all the parties concerned. The hand extended by the

Palestinians ought to be accepted. That is our desire as well as that of the

overwhelming major ity of the international oommunity.

Guided by the conviction that the Palestinian people should be guaranteed the
right to self-determination to the same extent that it is enjoyed by other peoples,

including the people of Israel, Poland has recognized the sovereign act of the

Palestinian Parliament concerning the proclamation of a State. We are prepared to

establish co-operation with the Palestinian State authorities the m::>ment they

establish themselves.

That is also the logical oonsequence of the support we have given to the

legi tima te na tional rights of the Pales tin ians and their legi tima te representa tive,
the Palestine Liberation Organization, with which we have traditionally maintained
oo-operation. we are ready to support all relevant steps leading towaros

adequately improving the status of representation of the Palestinian people within

the Uni ted Na tions corresponding to the recent developments in the si tua tion.

We express the hope that the present debate will oontr ibute to mak ing all

members of the interna t ional communi ty aware of the opportuni ties tha t have ar isen

for the settlement of the pressing problems of the Middle East and for the

...._-----a---------...,,-..-------
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Fas t peace process.

establishment of peace in the interests of the States and the peoples of that

(Mr. Ma jewsk i, Poland)

A/43/PV.81
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NS/edd

region and the entire world. Poland will cnntinue its efforts to Pl'ollDte such a

solution and will contribute to the start and successful conclusion of the Middle

----------------~~
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today in Geneva.

The reprehensible decision of the United States to gag the leader of the

A/43/PV.Rl
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Mr. MALMIERCA (Cub~) (interpretation from Spanish)" Sir, two months acp

JSM/b9

Assenbly. The decision of the General Assenbly was just. If imperial Pharisaism

total support of the repressive, racist and coloniaUst policy of Israel and of its

struggle waged today by the Palestinian people, is an additional expression of its

regime in its expansionist war at the expense of the Arab nation and the

most powerful imper ialist sta te of all time.

anyone. By h imsel f, Yasser Arafat, could not have endangered the secur ity of the

possible. The Power which has served as the main support of the Zionist Israel i

The obscure arguments with which the United States tr ied to explain that gross

unprecedented move in violation of its international obligations under the

Palestinian people for more than three decades, the United States, in an

that we have had to hold in Geneva, even thou9h it should have been held more than

resul ts adlieved under your 9liidance, especially -'t th is sess ion of the Assenbly

I congratulated you on your election to the presidency of the forty-third session

Headquarters Agreement, prevented COl'llZ'ade Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Executive

who have now maintained their glorious intifadah for more than a year. Hence, the

Palestine Liberation Organization (Poo), to silence the truth about the heroic

violation of its role as the host country of the thited Nations do not convince

10 days ago at Iklited Nations Heaa:,uarters in New York. That, however, was not

States Secretary of State to prevent Yasser Arafat's presence before the General

Committee of the Palestine National Council, from participating in the debate begun

subterfuge and the arbitrary and illegal attitude shamelessly taken hy the United

unconditional support of the executioners of Palestine's finest sons and daughters,

of the General Assenbly. 'lbday I am obliged to do so once again for the successful

f
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The international (X)lIIIlun i ty has been str uggl 1ng fOt 41801 ution fx) the

Organization. Fbr that purposeD we have come to Geneva, together with the

A/43/PV.81
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ewer wh elming ilia jor i ty 0 f Hemel' Sta tes •

(Mr. Ma Imier ca, Cuba)

prevents the legitimate representatives of th& Palestinian people and State from
addressing the international ClOlYlI'llunity in the United States, their voice will be
heard in a country that truly indeed deserves to be the host of our world

so-called Palestinian question for four decades now. As a matter of fact, this has
been a struggle to defend a people that has been deprived of its independence, seen
its homeland trampled by foreign occups tion and suffered the plunder 1ng of its
1ands g proper ties and homes. However, th is has also been the unequal str ugqle of a
heroic people tha t has s toad firm in 1 ts res istance and in order to recorquer wha t
rightfully belongs to it.

In his opening statement at the Sixth Conference of Heads of State or

Governrnant of Non-Aligned COuntries, held in Havana in 1979, President Fidel Castro
referred to the situation of the (X)urageous Palestinian people, saying~

"No more brutal pillage of a people's rights tx> peace and existence has

occured in this century•••• Pushed off their land, expelled from their

country, scattered throughout the world, persecuted and murdered, the heroic

Palestinians are a vivid example of sacrifice and patriotism, living symbols

of the mst 'I':errible orime of our ers". (A/34/542, p. 237)

This year, our debate takes place in a sign ificant context. 'lb the

improvement in the international climate at present prevailing and th.e efforts
being made in several regions for a peaceful solution of conflicts, must be added
the Palestine lbtional COuncil's historic Prochmationof the Declaration of
Independence of the State of Palestine of 15 Novenber last in Algiers.

_lln•••••••••llle.,.;••_~.._ .._-----------
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7

through the establishment of settlements.

support of all freedom-loving peoples.

(Hr. Malmierca, Cuba)

A/43/PV.l)l
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That declaration, which is gaining increasing support and reooCJ'\ition, has
been solidly supported by the blood of thl:! Palestinian people in their unequal and

Tlle latest report of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices

glor ious struggle aga inst the Zion ist occupl tion. The Dectara tion of Independence

Organization have been aware of the injustice committed against the Palestinian

they were ~ubjected to all forms of discrimination, mistreatment, and the denial of

The fate of the Palestinians who remained in the occupied territories where

General Assenbly resolution 181 (I1) ampted by the General Assenbly in 1947.

their inalienable rights, including the most sacred right to survival, could not

people, which must come to an end once and for all. With the support of its

who sacrificed their lives in Palestine and other Arab lands defending thei\:'

For a long time now the overwhelming majority of the Menbers of the

inalienable rights. 'lbday, with the glor rous lnt! fadah, the Palestinians are

over th~ world by expelling them manu militari from their lands and properties and

disrupting the occupationist machinery of Israel while 9ainingthe admiration and

eliminate the Palestinian inhabitants and to replace them by Jewish setHers

have been wors.;-. zionist policies in those territories are still designed to

strategic ally, Israel forced the Palestinians into exodus and dispersed them all

Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the OCcupied Territories

of the Palestinian State has been wr itten in the blood of the courageous fighters

blatant violation of human rights, the illeqal Israeli expansionist policy - based

occupying their territories, which constitute the Palestinian State, as provided by

constituteR clear proof of this. While the: occupation in itself constitutes a

on torture, collective punishtnpnt, c'lamol iti':>n of houses, deportation of the

----_..- ....--.................------~~
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in tern3 t ional commun i ty - cons ti tu tea an a f fr on t to h urnan di 9" i ty •

top it all, has turned Security Council resolutior'ls into worthless piecp.s of

A/43/PV.IH
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Israel has not only repea tedly violated Un ited Na tions resolutions relatiing

JSM/bg

(Hr. Ma 1mip.rca, Cuba)

indigenous inhabitants, the sys tellB tic imposi tion of cur fews, the closure of en tire

r.eighbourhoods, and many other such repressive measures, all witnessed by the

to the territories occupied by forc~ since 1967 - more than 20 ys.ars ago _ but, to

paper. In addition to that, the Zionist State continues to violate the Fourth

Geneva Conventi':)n Relative to the Protectc>n of Civilian Persons in Time of War and

persists in altering the physical character and constitutional status of the

Palestin ian territor ies.

Cuba's position is well known. We have always supported the cause of the Arab

peoples and ZlOinted out that the Palestinian question is the core of the Middle

East problem •

..
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Sta.te~

were ac.bpted in Algiers on 15 Novelllber last, oonstitute additional evidence of the
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to pro-"ide that support to the new state that has enaerged from the just struggle of

The decision of the Palestine National Council is in keeping with the

the Palestine National COuncil and the Declaration of Independence, both of which

Wi th the histar ic Palestinian national up: isln9 prevailing in the occupied

establishment of the Palestinian state and the right of the Palestinian people to

The Cuban people, brodlera-in-aru of the Palestinian paople, supports the

territoties, the Paleatinian people has proved its determination to struggle u~ti1

Middle East, under the auspices of the O1ited retions, and with the participation,

the Mi dcJle Eas t coon iet.

determinaUon of the PLO and of all Palestinians to achieve a peaceful solution to

objectives, it is essenti~l to convene the International Peace Conference on the

(Kr. MaImierca , Cuba)

In order to reach the solution strenuously demanded by the in ter: na tional

the end to defend its ho_land and its right to live. The Pol i-tical Conmunique of

Organization (PID), the soleo legitimate re~esentativeof the Palestinian people.

uncond\ tionally from all the occupied terri tor ie8, which presupposes the

Palestinian people's right to return to as hOllleland and its right to

self-determination and independent etatehood in Palestine. 'lb achieve thesp.

be achitted to the Organiz:ation in the capacity of observer. The status which was

cOlllDunity, and to achieve a lasting peace, Israel IIIUSt withdraw totally and

determined l!Iupport and solidarity of the international co_unity. It is high time

on an equal footing, of all perties ooncerned, including the Palestine Liberation

legitimste interests of the .Palestinian prople and Ilhould receive the IOOSt

granmd to the Palestine Libera tion Organization in 1974, when the issue was first
discussed in the General ADsemly, should rightfully be granted to the Palestin:1an
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uncondi tional withdrawal of the Israeli armed forces from all the A:ab and
Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem.

(Mr. Ma lmierca , Cubed

A/43!PV.81
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the Palestinian people and to make an even stronger demand for the imlll!dlat& and

We cannot conclude without ellphasizing the concrete proposals made by

Yasser Arafat in his statement before the Assellbly. we support his call for

set ious effor ts to establish a preparatory oo_i ttee tbr the Inter national Peace

COnference on the Middle East and to have the 011 ted Ms tions play a "ital tole in
the entire peace process in that reg10n in order to reaen an agreement allDng all

parties vi thin the context of that interna tional Confer.mcEl on the bas is of the
relevant United Nations resolutions.

We unhesitatingly t!:ansferred the venue of our meetings to Geneva to exempl ify

our condema tion of the OIi ted Sta tea' aggress .ion aga inst the representa tion of the
Palestinian people and against our Olganization. We thus IIIIlnifested our decis ion
not to tolerate passivoly any new provocations.

Today, more than ever, we are sure of the success of the Palestin lan people,
the outstanding protegonist of the heroic .!!!.tifadah, a struggle th~t has the flJlll
solidarity of all peoples of the world, as is evident in this Assenbly. The

already legendary quest of the Palestinian people and the international support
backing it will surely result in a liberated Je~usalem which will be a symbol of
peace and human br:o therhood •

Mr. ANKA (Nigeria), The international system is moving blwards a

peaceful era. Conflicts which hi therto have been di tficult to solve appear to he

amenable to resolution. Disputants, who once shunned each other, are reach i719 ior
the OIited Nations to engage in dialcCjUe& Qle of the few exceptions to this near
universal trend towards dialogue and raperochemen! is the problem of Palestine,
which has been in this forum since 1947. we noto '11th 63dness and regret that
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contrived violence and destruction are avoidable.

international community celebrates the fortieth anniversary of the tbiversal

sorrowful. Two rerorts, one by the Special Committee to Investiqate Israel i

(Mr .. Anka, Niger ia)

A/43/PV.8l
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Declaration of Human R~ghts.

'the sight of small Palestini..... children with stones confronting armed Israeli

It is painful to have to bear testimony to such arlil'Jchn'nisms while the

the Israeli occupying authorities responded, and continue to respond, with harsh

tha t accorded pt isoners, their having been denied ba!:Hc and funaamental freedoms.

Instead of seeing the Palestinians' uprising as the true manifestation of the

Palestin ians in the occupied terr itor ies have rece ived treatment I'lOre befi tting

the uprising reflects the depth of feeling of the Palestinian people and their

misery. They have been dispossessed of their land and turned into refugees.

before the United Nations, the Falestinians have suffered untold hardship and

The perpetual refugee sta tus of Pales tin lans, which den ies them their dign ity,

ar ea por tends unnecessary bloodshed, agony and misery. We bel ieve t.~a t the

violence b,s increased in the Middle East in gener ~l and in the occupied

In the period of over four decades since the Palestinian question has bep.n

Palestinian territories in particular:. The OJntinuing unfortunate situation in the

Palestinian desire for freedom, independence an.i respect in a State of their own,

iron-willed determination to be rid of the shackles of occupation.

uprising, or intifadah, has now been sustained for over one year. The length of

Practlces Affecting thE> Human. Rights of the tQpula tion of the <kcupied Terri tor les

and of old men being ha~assed by Israeli security forces, are sobering and

has led them, old and young, men and women, to engage in a mass uprising. The

and draconian suppression of a population in revolt.

soldiers; the spectacle of unarmed Palestinian women facing Israeli paratroopers,
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conflict. The Fourth Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian

the occupied territories.

these are economic and financial sanctions. The 6oregoing apart, the Palesti~ians

(Mr. Anka, Niger la)

A/43/PV.81
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crea tion and expansion of settlements in the occupied terr. Hor ies. Despi te the

have, in past years and also recently, adopted many resolutions regarding Israel i

Apart from these conventions the General Assembly and the security Council

Persons in the Time of War, of 12 hlgust 1949, contains provisions to protect and

(A/43/694), and the one submitted to the security COlD1cU by the Secretary-General,

Tha catalc,gue of Israeli draconi&n measures rePlrted are many. They include

in the occupied terr.i (".ories have also been victims of harassment by at'med Israel i

the killing and torture of Palestinians, the dC'tstruction of their homes, the

The Charter: of the United Nations, to which Israel exu'I'It\itted itself upon its

has been repor ted that Israeli soldiers have engaged in actions such as 1 ive bur ial

on Palestirdan towns and '.tillages and the closure of their schools. Mded to all

un iversal iJeclara tion of Human Rights.

SPottIer vigilantes who maim and kill their Palestinian nei9hbours. Furthermore, it

enjoins Menber States tn settl~ their differences by peaceful means. When

of Palestinian demonstratnrs. Such action, in our view, is repugnant to the

in accordance with resolution 605 (1987~ (S/19443), corroborate stories of Israeli

repress ion and flagrant viola tions of the human rights of the Pales tin ian people.

annexation of their lands, thE! expulsion of their leaders, mass detention imposed

covenants, resolutions and appeals, Israel has refused to change its policies in

conflicts break out, there are covenants to protect civilians in the area 0 f

guarantee the rights of civilians under occupation.

admission in May 1949, prohibits the acquisition of territories by force. It also

occupation, its repression in the occupied territories and its policy of the
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the Convention. Israel should also lift its heavy hand of repression imposed on

those Israeli actions that seek to change the physical and deno~raphic structure
and legal status of the occupied territories. Nigeria! regrets the failure of

A/U/PV.8l
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(!\Ir. Anka, Niger ia)

The P'!deral Government: of Nigeria wimes to reiterlltP. its rejection of Israeli

Israel to abide by the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilians in

settlement in and annexation of Arab occupied lands. It declares as null and void

Time of war and again calls on Israel to abim scrupulously by the pt'ovisions of

the occupied terribories. The oontingation of present Israeli policies and

practices can only escalate the cycle of violence and make peace more difficult
than ever, if not impossible to achieve.*

In this forum, two days ago, we heard the moving and bold statement of

Mr. Yasser Arafat, the Chairman of the Exeeutt~e COmmittee of the Palestine

Liberation Organization. The statelllent was an affirmtion and elaboration of the
Palestine National Council Declaration6 blazing as it does the new path of peace
charted by the Palestinian people. Peace can only be achieved through dialogue and
negotiation, through flexibility and c:ompt'omiae. Certainly, peace is not prollDtad

by refusing to hear the principal spokesman of a party to a dispute. SUch denial

of a forum can only complicate the peace process and make .peace elus ive.

we welcome the decision of the Government of the O\i too States to open

discussion with the PLO. We hope that this IIDve will lead to fruitful discussion
and contribute significantly to the search for peace.

Wh ile the dar k and ominous cloud of hopelessness hangs th ic:lc over the Middle

East, there is a ra y 0 f hope. '!'ha tray 0 f hope is the recen t proclama tion 0 f 11

* Mr. Mortensen (Denmark), Vice-President, took the Chair •

• e t
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The declaration of et Palestinian state has as its legal basis General Asserrbly

tbverrber 1988. That meeting also accepted Secur ity Council resolution 242 (1967).

The Declaration is a Bignificant step forward in the quest for peace in the

-· . ~ ...._~.......
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resolution 181 (II) of 1947, which provided for two States\ one Arab, one Jewish.

(Mr. Anka, Niger ia)

state of P~lestil'!e by the Palestine National COuncil at its meetin9 in A19iers in

region. That is why the Government of Nigeria, consistent with its support for the

Palestinians and believing in their right to self-determination, has reoognized the
State proclaimed by the Palestine National Co~ncil.

The Federal Government of Nigeria regrets the attitude of Israel to the peace
overtures of the Palestine Liberation ~ganization. Israel should grab the olive

branch being extended to it by the Palestine Libera tion Or.ganiza tion.

Nigeria believes that vision, sacr ifiee and leadership are needed to resolve

the problem of Palestine. The Palestine Libera tiora Organiza ticn has shown that it

has these qualities. We call on Israel bu demonstrate the same flexibility and

vision by wi thdrawing from Arab occupied lands it seized in the 1967 war. we
believe that it is in the interest of Israel to lend support to the early convening

of an internci c.ional peace conference under the auspices of the 11'1i ted N!l tions.

Israel's friends also have a special role ~ play\ they should encourage and

persuade the Govern men t of Israel to se ize th is lm ique oppor tuni ty for peace.

We appeal to all States in the region to discard old bellicose stereotypes.

We appeal to them to embrace the peace proceos and commi t themselves to fresh peace

moves through an international peace conference. Such a conference should be held

under United Nations auspices with the participation of the permanent members of

the Secur ity Council and all other parties to the <nnn iet, including the Palestine
Liberation Organization, the sole and legitinate representative of the Palestinian

----_.._---_.-.---~
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turned into plowsh&res.

Let us make peace reign in our time and let the swords in the Middle East be

Hr. '!'RAN II>AN (Viet Ham) (interpretation from French~, Viet Nam
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(Mr. Anka, Niger ia)

people, which should participate in such a conference on an equal footing with all
other participants.

em~"atically joins the secretary-General and virtually all Sta tes Mermets of the
united Nations in asserting that the refusal to grant Chairman Arafat an entry visa
to New York, and hence the denial of access for him to the Head::Juarters of our
world Organization, constitutes Ci flagrant violation of obligations binding the
host country under the uni ted Nations Head::Juarters Agreement and can only continue
to arouse th\! justified concern of Menber States about the future independence of

the Organization. Exercising its sovereign authority, the Assembly decided to

transfer the debate on the question of Palestine to its &lropean Headquarters, here

in Geneva, where it has beerl able to hear Chairman Arafat and freely to express its
continued support for the just cause of the Palestinian people at a particularly
crucial stage. In so doing, our world Assembly has been carried along by the
irresistible tide of history, which affirms the unden~ble right of peoples,

inclUding the people of palestine, to self-determination and independence.

On 15 Noven'ber last, a histor ic event of vast importance for the problem of

the Middle East and, in particular for the question of Palestine, took place in thozo

capital of a sister country, Algeria. It is indeed in Algiers that, at its

nineteenth special session, the Palpstine National Council declared the founding of
the State of Palestine on Palestinian land, with Jerusalem as its capit~l. We
should see in the proclama tion /) f an independen t Pales tin ian Sta te the culmina tion
of the valian t and unremi tting s tr uggle waged in the cour se of the las l four
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of its insuuection, the eloquent manifestation of the maturity of a people

policy of expansionism, terrorism and repression perpetrated by Israeli Zionists

In retrospect, the events which have taken place during the past yeai:' in that
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fashioned in the i!ltruggle for independenc~, freedom, peace and justice against the

~oclamtionof the independent State of Palestine.

throughout the world. The people and Government of Viet Ham, as close

enjoyed the widespread support of peace- and jUPtioe-loving peoples and (bvernments

(Mr. Tran HOlln, Vie t Ha m)
decades by the heroic Palestinian people, in particular during thl:: last 13 months

ClOftades-in-arms of the Palestinian people, have warmly welcomed and recognized the

Bm/ed

with the connivance and assistance of imperialism. Hence, this proclalMtion has

region of the world appear encouraging to us because of the progress of the
Palestin lan cause and, in particular, by the success of the inti fadah in the course
of the last 13 oonths. At the sallle time, our indignation has been prompted by the
obstln,I1CY of Israel in pursuing its illegal occupation of Palestinian territory and
other Arab territories and in stepping up its repressive measures against the
population in Palestine and in other occupied Arab territories.
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organizations, including reports of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli

the Zionist authorities have during the past year persisted in their policies and

As as been stressed in the mass nedia and reports of international

(Mc. Tran Hoan, Vie t Nam)
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practices which violate the human rights of the Palestinian people in the occupied
Pales tin ian ten itor ies, including Jer usalem. In particular, we should mention

Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the ~pula tion of the OCcupied Terd tc.ries,

such acts as army and Israeli-settler shootings in which defenceless Palestinian
civilians have been killed and wounded~ beatings resulting in bone fractures~ the

deportation of Palestinian civilians) the imposi tion of economic restrictions) the
denolition of houses) punishments and collective detentions and the denial of

access to the media. Concurrently, the establ ishment of new Israeli settlements

continues r.elentlessly. A pol icy of obscurantism has been imposed through the

closure of schools and un iversi ties in the occupied terd tor ies for the express
purpose of changing the pol itical, cuI tural, religious and denographic

configura tion of those terri tories in order to perpetua te and render permanent the

occupation of Palestinian lands and relegate the Palestinian question to oblivion.

None the less, despite the brutal acts of repression and terror perpetrated by

the Zion ist author !ties and their under handed tactics, the heroic Pales tin ian

people, lIlder the leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organization, its sole and
legitimate representative, has overcome countless difficulties and tests and

obtained major &uccesses, the most remarkable of them in the context of their

in tifadall. That popular uprising in the occupied territories shows not only the

unshakable revolutionary will of the Palestinian people but also their great

national un i ty in their val ian t s tr uggle aga inst lsr ael i occupa tion forces for

their inalienable national rights, inclUding the right to return, to
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authority of the popular masses ••• which CX)ntrols the situation and confronts
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rights are wrested from the claws of the occupstion and that it is the

·our people's struggle is the decisive factor in ensuring that our national

as stated in their political cx)ll'iIIunique of the Palestine National Council of

(Hr. Tun Hoan, V!e t Ha m)

self-determina tion and independence. The Pales tin ian people have also given proof,

the occupation authority and its crWl'blinq apparatus.· (A/43/827, p. 5)

There is not the slightest doubt that the Palestinian question CX)nstitutes the

core of the Middle East problem and is the basic cause of the Israeli-Arab
conn ict. It follows, then, that the Pales tin !en question can be settled only
wi thin the context of an overall just and lasting solu tion to the Middle East
situation, a solution that ensures the full withdrawal of Israel from all

Palestinian territories and other Arab territories occupied since 1967 and enables
the Palestinian people to exercise their national rights, particularly the right to
self-determina tion, and affirms their independence on their own terri tory. Any

partial or separate solution will only give r iS8 to further oompl ications and,
finally, deadlock.

To arrive at such an overall CX)mprehensive solution in current condi tions -

which are propi tious for international peace and seeuri ty, the peaceful settlement
of disputes, and global and regional CX)nflicts - an international peace conference

a'l the Middle East should be convened wi thout delay. That conference should deal

with the substance of the problem, the P,slestinian question, and take place under

the auspices of the O1i ted NJ tions J 1t should bring toge ther ,sll the par ties
concerned, on an equal footing, inclUding the PLO, the sole and le~,itimate

representative of the Palestinian people, in order to arrive at a just and lasting
solution of the Palestinian question and the problem of the Middle East in general.

,.-_.. ..---_.....--_......-----
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brought us here are indeed most disturbing. They represent yet another ominous
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Mr. MARVILLE (Bar bacbs) ~
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The circumstances which have unexpectedly

.....•L

•

signpost in the h istDry of th is Organ ization, another blow to the very founda tions

of mul tila teral ism a t a time when perhaps more than ever the tkIi ted tb tions needs
the enoouragement of all states. Ironically, this oomes at a time when the United

Nations has been the beneficiary of increased international support.

ThIs Organization is, of course, many things to many people. Above all, it is

a forum for discussion and negotiation at all levels~ a place where the voice of

the weak may be equally heard with the voice of the strong~ a place where

differing, often opposing, opinions may be expressed free from obstruction and

efforts made to close the gap.

From th is per specUve, the Un i ted Na tions is especially cr itical to the

survival of small States, such as my own, whose diplomatic outreach is constrained

by a lack of resources. Barbados therefore views any rove to restr ict access to

th is Organ iza tion as a direct threat to its surv ival and integri ty. Regrettably,
we are not capable of extending to the United Nations sytem the same level of

support as our much larger and more powerful partners. Implicit in the principles

u~n whidl this Organization has been founded is the understanding that larger

States will commit to its operations a level of support commensurate \\'ith their

resources.

It is clear, however, that dangerous forces have already been unleashed. All

who would call into question the very legal foundations of this organization must

be aware that the oonsequences of their action may be uncontrollable. They run the

risk, in attempting a selective applica tion of their interna tional legal

obligations, oC not receiving, in other circumstances, the vindication they may
deserve. For who can guarantee for them the support of a system they have helped

to weaken?
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offices here in Geneva.

resolution calling for the United States to reconsider its den ial of a visa to
Chairman Yasser Arafat, and, in the absence of the requested response from the

(Mr., Marville, Barbados)
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It was against this background that Barbados unhesitatingly supported the

BIIS/edd

United States, a resolution shifting the debate on item 37 to th~ United Nations

It is indeed that, ironic at a time when financial auster ity is being invoked
repeatedly, the General Assembly must be compelled to transfer, at great expense,
its deliberations to Geneva~

The Q)vernment of Barbados views the question of Palestine as central to the
efforts to bring peace to the Middle East. Peace and stability in t....at troubled
region will be an elusive dream unless and until the legitimate aspirations of the
Palestinian people for a homeland of their own are fulfilled. How can an uprootedpeople forced for so long to live in refugee camps be expected to welcome a message
of peace? How can a generation which knows no home, a place most of us in this
Hall take for granted, be expected to remain quiescent? For the Q)vernment and
people of Barbados, deeply treasuring our independence and national integritvv it
is obvious that the establishment of a sovereign, independent and non-a1 igned
Palestinian State remains the key to any lasting peace in the region.
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resolution 242 (1967) provides the easential framewor k for a peaceful settlement in

Na tional Council to suppor t Secur ity Council resolution 242 (l967). We also

the Middle East. It is our view that lasting peace cannot be brought to the Middle
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(Mr. Marville, Barbacbs)

The Government of Barbados welcomes the recent decis ion of the Pales tine

,TB/8

Fast if it is predicated on the elimination of any State. we know only too well

applaud and support Cha irman An fat's call for peace. We r\oRBin convinced thil t

that any policy tha t has as its objective the aM ih ila tion of a people will only

fuel the fires of misunderstanding, hatred and violence.

Barbados supports the convening of an international conference lI'1der the
auspices of the United Nations to discuss the Middle Fast question. Our oornnitment
to the principles of the Charter regarding the peaceful settlement of disPJtes and
the vision of a more peacefUl world in which there is full support for fundamental

human rights leaves us in no doubt that the O1i ted Ni! tions offers the bes t hopes

for bringing a just and lasting peace to the Middle Fast.

The measure of success tha t has been achieved through the tI'li ted Ml tionR in
silencing the guns across the Iran-Iraq border and in Afghan is tan has reaffirmed

our confidence in the Organ iza ticn. Barbados jQins in the oall for the rerooval of
all obstacles to the convening of the international oonference on the Middle East,
which should involve the participation of all parties cOl1cerned, including both the
Government of Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organ ization. In that context we
support the call of Cha irman Arafat for peace, securi ty and the integri ty of all in

the region.

Bu t we should not let our hopes and optimism regarding such a conference cloud
our judgement. Barbados believes that some preparatory wock still needs to be done
before we can be assured of a successful oonference. As is so often the case with
issues before the AsseJ'lbly, nuch time usually passes, in which small progress lve
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the way of peace are over 00me •

of a central actor in the Pulestine question, namely the Palestinian people

(Mr. Marvil1e~ Barbacbs)
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The recent Declar:ation by the Palestine Na tlonal Council is just such a step
along the road to peace. Above all, the &claration helps to clarify the position

steps are taken, before that cri tical mass is reached and all final obstacles in

itself. The declarations of the Palestine National Council and Chairman Arafat
represent a bold move at a time when the atmosphere was not necessarily conducive
tn such a positive development~ they represent a willingness to take forthright
decisions, which may not be p:>pular in all circles, in the intereste. of peace and
the et's tion of a better world for future genera tions) they represent a will ingness
to acconmodate the ooncerns of others without setting unreasonable pre-condi tion8.
Those declarations are above all a victory for the voice of ITDdera ticn and peace.
BarbaCbs feels that the international oonunun ity must now ful f11 its reponsibil ity
by ensur Ing that tha t voice is never s ilencp-d.

We understand and are happy that some other small steps of progress are
aIr eady be Ing tak en. Ye t: we mus t no t be un der any del us ions. The rood to a jus t
and lasting peace in the Middle Bas t stretches long before us. In many ways th is
road is intertwined with the future of the U'llted rbtions. Should the Ot'ganization
be further weakened by the oontinued attacks on its very foundations, the prospects
for peace in the Middle Eas twill become dl"lmer. The few poss ib ili ties for
dispassionate cxmsideration of the problems in that region will be lost.

It is impera tive therefore that all Sta tes fulfil all their responsibiU ties
to the Or9an ization. That is especially tr ue of those that mus t rightly beu the
brunt of the burden because of the capab ill ties wl th which good fortll1e has
equipped them. It is only in that way that the United Nations can execute the
mandate of peace and justice assigned to it by the fountJtng fathers.

·f' .. 1'I :"
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Hr. mSTELID (Australia), The last 12 months have been a time of hope

for the world. The EMt-Weflt confrontation, with all ito 1X)tential for global
nuclear catastrophe, has nDved at an entirely unexpected pace towards a IIIOre

positive relationship. In the Western Sahara, between Iran and Iraq, in Cyprus,
Afghan is tail and Cambodia, we see movement towa~do the resolution of long-standing

and often bitter conflicts. 'lbday ve can celebrate the \Signing of an agreement
that holds out thf: best hope we could have imagined for the independence of
Namibia~*

It is the caGe that progress in resolving each of those confl iets i8 uneven
and at differer.t stages of development. It is the CMe that the problems that face
the world, both in regional conflicts and in large issues such as debt, poverty and

the environll!ent, rema in daun ting. Bu t progrees there is, vi th the par ties to

oonfl icts ehg~ged in var ious forms of nego tia tion and dialogue r in a1nDs t all cases

with the involvement of the Olited Nations and its Secretary-General.

The Arab-Israeli exmfl let stands out as th~ major exception. Perhaps that is
not surprising. In the 40 years since the establishment of Israel, there have been
enormous changes in the world. The great process of deco10nization, with all its
attendant conflicts, is almost completed. Wars and disputes of great magni tude

have begun and ended. But a constant feature has been the seemingly irreducible

enmity between Arab and Israeli. Five major wars have been fought and, even short
of major war, there has been continuous violence between them. Statesmen,

diplomats, scholaro and Mn and women of good will have put forward plan after plan
for its resolution, but none has begun to succeed in achieving a oomPE'ehensive
solution. The dispute has seemed as intractable in 1988 as it did in 1948.

*Mr. van Lierop (Vanuatu), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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of conflit."t. The first is that Israelis wilt nnt be driven intD the sea. The
State of Israel is here is stay. The second is that the Palestinians will not
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(!!!.. Costello, Austral18)
There are, however, two basi" facts that we have learned from these 40 year!l

s imply disappear. If anyon~ had any doubts abou t that, the upr is ing in the
occupied territories over the last 12 months should dispel them.

Prom those two basic and irreversible facts flows an equally basic and
inescapable conclusion. The destinies of Israeli and Palestinian are inextricably
and indissolubly linked with each other 0 The future of each depands on the other.
Israel cannot have ei ther peace or securi ty \om ne th~ legi tima te aspira tions of thePalestinian pecple are denied. rbr can the Palesf-:nian people achieve their
legitimate aspirations while the peace and security of Israel -indeed, its very
existence - are denied.

So in essence the choice is clear. The choice is not between victory or
defeat, because neither can ultimately achieve victory or be defeated. Rather, thechoice is between perpetual cnnflict and halted on Ule one hand or a negotiaterJ
peace on the other. And can there be anybody who accepts the prospect of the
indefinite continuation of the sort of violence that has accompanied the uprisinq
in the occupied territuries, violence that has led (to extensive loss of life and
injury and to such arbitrary measures by Israel as to require its str {ngent
criticisln by virtually the whole international community, including Australia?
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Israel's right to exist within secure and recognized borders~ acceptance of

me~ts the three oonditions that Australia set before direct dealings between

Austral ia and the l?LO could occur. Those three condi tiOflS were~ reoogni tion of
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(Mr. Costello, Australia)

From that conclusion, there flOt1 in turn the two basic condf.tions for peace.

JB/9

that in the end the only peace that will be acceptable and enduring is one

Austral ia unreservedly welcomes the OOlllllents b:> the press in Geneva on

The great question for diplolMcy has been how to encourage the acceptance of

to independence and the possibil ity of establishing their own independent Sta te.

include their right to self-determination, including the right, if they so choose,

those two bas ic conditions and move towards beginn ing the process of nego t~a tion

Australia's [X)sition is one of supper t for an international oonference to

It is an indispensable oondition for peace. From that firm basis of commitment and

interests in the Arab-Israeli dispute and wUI inevitably have a role to play in

and ultimately the achievement of a comprehensive settlement. There is no doubt

fr iendship to Israel, we see the second basic condi tion for peace as the

reoognition of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. Those rights

process of negotiation. Mr. Arafat has in that way cleared the way for direct

14 December of the pm Chairman, Mr. Yasser Arafat. Mr. Arafat's statement clearly

The first is reoognition of the State of Israel and its right to exist with in

secure and reoognized boundaries. Australia is committed urqualifiedly to that.

by Israel and the PalesUne Liberation Organization (PLO) of each other.

Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) as the basis for any

negotiations leading to a comprehens:!.ve settlement.

negotia ted between 'Israeli and Pales tin ian. But other countries have legi tima te

such a oonference can real istically occur only on the bas is of mutual reoogn i tion

address in a comprehensive way the whole Arab-Israeli problem. We believe that

settlement) and unequivocal rejection of the use of tp.rror and acceptance of the
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Australia weloomed within hours of its announcement the news of the United

Senator Evans, in the Australian Parliament on 14 Decerrber is even more relevant

Government has been urging.

Crofr. Costello, Australia)
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negotiation. But no mnflict, however bitter, however long-standing, has ever been

each has its own legacy of suffering. The hardest and rrost difficult choice for

We must be realistic. The Arab-Israeli conflict has seen 40 years of war, and

the Palestinians were not enoouraged and reinforced by appropr iate responses from

today. Senator Evans said that if the trend towards a more ilDdera te pos! tion by

oourse there are risks for Israel in any step down the settlement path, but that

to those developments in a similar manner and open a dialogue wi th the PLO. Of

The Australian Government believes that it is now vital for Israel to respond

The situation has daveloped rapidly over the past three days. Nevertheless,

States' decision to enter $.nto a substantive dialogue with PLO representatives as

dealings between the Australian Gove~nment and the PLO. Moreover, his clear and
unambiguous statement of the PLO's position undoubtedly now provides a basis for

~xactly the kind of positive and cons~uctive response that the Australian

country has been prepared to take enorrrous ri~s in the past in order to secure itsviability and its integr ity. We simply hope that the Israeli Cbvcrnment will share

active pnrticipation.

one comment by the Austra11~n Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,

discussions and negotiations that could lead to a settlement of the Middle East

any party to oonfliet to make is tx> move from the secur ity of formal and well-tr ied
statements of policy and posi tion to the uncertainty and risks of dialogue and

our judgement that there are grea ter risks inherent in standing back now than in

dispute.

of the past was all 000 starkly apparent.

. the other principal parties, then the risk of Cl return to the extremist positions
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to knock that hand aside.

Mr. KHAMSY (Lao People's Democratic Republic) (interpretation from

believe that offer to have been made, if that hand of peace were to turn out to

(Mr. Costello, Australia)
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French): Last year, at the forty-second session of the General Assembly, my

resolved other than by enemy talk ing to enemy. However suspicious Israel may be at

the offer of the hand of peace, however tenta tively and reluctantly Israel may

delegation reaffirmed its unwavering support for the just struggle of the

have been genuine it would be yet another tragedy in 40 years of tragedy for Israel

Palestinian people for the recovery of its fundamental ~nd inalienable rights,

especially the right to self-determination and the creation of its own state.

Thus, loyal to its constant policy of solidarity, my Government welcomed the

proclamation of the State of Palestine solemnly announced by the Palestine National

Council at its extraordinary session from 12 to 15 Novenber in Algiers. It

expressed warm congratulations and immediately reoognized the new independent State

with its capital in Jerusalem, while at the same time assuring the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO) of its constant support and full sol idar ity.

It will be recalled that since the partition of Palestine into two States in

1947, the Arab Palestinian people - though deprived of its right to

self-determination, scattered, driven from its own territory and subjected to an

iron-fist foreign occupation regime - has never ceased struggling against the

zionist occupiers. The widespread uprising, the intifadah, which started just over

a year ago in the occupied terr itor ies and is the very expression of the

determina tion and courage of that oppressed peopl~! has given new impetus to the

struggle against the repressive and tyrannical power of the Israelis. More than 40

years ago the latter chose to implement the mst barbarous policies and practices
ranging from arrests and detentions without charges or tr ials to ahductions,
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land, buildings and livestock. Moreover they used ar.med commandos to terrorize the

assassinations, premeditated murders, the destruction of houses, the closing of

schools and universities, expulsions and the <Dnfiscation of property, including

(Mr. Khamsy, Lao People's
Denocra tic Republic)
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populations of v illages and camps, fir ing on them indiscr iminately, burning their

crops, cutting off water and electricity and brutalizing women and children.

Since the beginning of the intifadah:: we have counted more than 300 or 400

dead - some k Uled wi th bUllets fired by Israeli soliders or Jewish settlers,

others felled by blows, beatings or poison gas. M:>re than 5,000 have been inj...ired

and at least 20,500 arrested, according to the Israeli press itself. The victims

often include young people, schoolchildren and women. In certain cases, members of

secret army units have shot down inhabitants in cold blood during clashes,

particularly in the west Bank.
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was conceived at the end of the 1967 war of aggression, have multiplied at a more

settlements in the occupied territor ies. Those settlements, the policy of which

community has been a helpless witness to the continued widespread establishment of
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(Mr. Khamsy, Lao People's
]?ellDcra tic Republic)

As in the case of those repressive practices of which the unarmed and

accelerated rate since 1977. Indeed, according to an Indian newspaper, !!:!!
Hindustan Times, of 17 June 1988, there are now 152 of them. More than half of the

NS/fc

defenceless Palestinian PeOple are victims almost daily, the international

West Bank and a third of the Gaza Strip now belong to Jewish families in those new
settlements.

The urgent and renewed appeals made by the security Council in order to halt
all measures or attempts to alter the legal status of those lands, their geographic
character and deroographic comPlsition have thus far had no effect. In defying

those appeals, Israel is jeopardizing all attempts at reaching a peaceful,

oomprehensive solution to the problem of the Middle East.

As to thF. Palestinians forced to live in exile - and more than half of their
total population of 5 milUcm are in this situation - most of them are languishing
in refugee.campsin neig~bouring Arab countries. Their living conditions remain
deplorable; without any seoUr ity, the refugees run the constant risk of being

massacred by the zionist forces. Repeated air raids against Palestinian refugee
camps in southern Lebanon, including attacks south of Beirut, to mention only the

most recent, have caused heavy casualties among the defenceless civilian

population, not to speak of major material damag~:

All those arbi trary and inhuman practices, which are contrary to the Un iversa1
Declaration of Human Rights and the provisions of the Geneva Convention of

12 August 1949 Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War and to
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accelerating the total annexation and Judaization of their territories. My

to achieve the cr.iminal goal of stripping that martyred people of its civil and

(Mr. Khamsy, Lao People's
Deno era tic Republic)
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all the basic norms of international law have been deliberately conceived in order
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political rights q destroying its cultural heritage and national identity and

delegation joins the international community in condemning vehemently these

flagrantly racist, expansionist policies, which not only delay and jeopardize the
exercise by the Palestinian people of its lnalienable rights but also threaten

regional, as well as international, peace and security. We demand that Israel, the
occupying Power, abide strictly by the aforementioned Convention and wi thdraw

totally and unconditionally from all Palestinian and Arab territories that it has

occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem.

Convinced that the two Declarations of the Palestine National Council of

15 November 1988 were a major posi tive step towards a just and lasting peace in the
Middle East, the international community rightly welcomed the proclamation of the
independent sta te of Palestine. From this very rostrum Mr. Yasser Arafat, Cha irman
of the Eltecutive Conmi ttee of the Palestine Liber'ation Organization (PW) restated

the day before yesterday the appropriateness of those two Declarations. He plainly

recognized the creation of the Jewish State by virtue of the 1947 partition and

vehemently condemned all forms of terror ism. He also invi ted Israel to negotia te

peace within the framework of an international conference on the basis of Security

Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). My delega tion, however, deplores
the unoo-operative atti tude of the host country, which unjusti fiably refused

Mr. Arafat a visa, thereby preventing his participation in the debate at United
Nations Headquarters in New York, on a question that is of prime ooncern to him.

That decision was a flagrant viola tion of the Headquarters Agreement, under

which the host country is obligated to accede to any such request for: a visa,

-------------~
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Faced with this explosive situation, which continues to deteriorate, the

peace efforts being made in that troubled region.

United Nations Observer status. What is even worse, it is an impediment to the

(Mr. Khamsy, Lao people's
Democratic Republic)
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especially in this case, since Mr. Arafat is Chairman of an organization that has

just and lasting solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict ,at the heart of whicb is

international communi ty has become mere aware than ever of the need for finding a

NS/fc

the question of Palestine. In my delegation's view, a prerequisite for any

solution, however is th~ rapid convening of an international oonference for peace

on the Middle East, pursuant to the provis ions of General Assembly

resolutions 38/58 C and 42/66 0, in which all the parties direct~ 'If concerned,
including the POO, the sole and legitimate representative of the Palest~,nian

people, would participate in an equal footing.

In order to achieve the just and lasting solution advocated in the foregoing

resolutions, the proposed Conference must necessarily consider a nunber of guiding

princip1es~ restoration of the legitimate, inalienable rights of the Palestinian
people, in particular the right of return, the right to self-determination and the
right to create a sovereign independent state in PalesttneJ, withdrawal of Israeli
60rces from all Arab territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem; as well
as the right of all States in the region to live in security within safe and
internationally reoognized boundaries.

In this exmnection the refusal of a visa to Hr. Arafat can only be considered

as yet another obstacle to the conven in9 of such a conference. Therefore, the

international oolllllunity has every reason to be concerned, especially since the host
country is a permanent member of the security Council, which has primary

responsibility for ensuring the maintenance of international peace and security.
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(Mr. Khamsy, Lao People's
De lID era tic Republic)

Through its irresponsible position the host countty has openly encouraged Israel to

defy world public opinion, when it should be using its influence in the

international seai:ch for a peaceful settlement of the problem in the interests of

regional and international peace and secur ity and of the peoples of the region,

including the Israel is.

My delegation is pleased, none the less by the latest news that the United

Sta tes Government has finally agreed to hold direct talks wi th the PLO in Tun is.

-----------------------------
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Tun is.

I express my sincere oongratulations to the Cormnittee on the EXercise of the

out throughout the world to mobilize public opinion about the need to establish a

(Mr. Khamsy, Lao People's
Denncra tic Republiq)
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Before concluding, I wish to state that t am very glad that the thited States

just and lasting peace in that part of the world, through the convening of an

Inalienable Rights of the Pales tin ian People on the many activi ties it has carried

has said it will engage in a dialogue with the Palestine Liberation Organization in

ocr/mh

international conference under the auspices of the United Nations. I also pay a

well-deserved tr ibu te to the Secretary-General for the sustained efforts he has

made in the quest for the achievement of conditions that would enable the

conference to be convened and thereby br ing about a just and final settlement of

the confl iet.

For its part, the Lao People's Democratic Republic fully subscr ibes to all the

rele~ant General Assembly and security Council resolutions providing for the

•

restoration to the Palestinian people of their fundamental, inalienable rights. We

are convinced tha t wi th the firm and constant support of the interna tiona1

oolllllunity the heroic struggle of this martyred people will be crowned with success.

Mr. DUGERSUREN (Mongolia): The Government of the f.t>ngol ian People's

Republic, like the overwhelming majority of the international oommunity, proceeds
from the premise that the question of Palestine constitutes the core of the Middle
East problem. And the heart of this question is the speedy exercise of the

inalienable right of the Pales tin ian people to independence and self-determina tion,

ending the illegal occupation of the Palestinian territory and ensuring the return

of the Palestinian refugees to their homeland. The matter requires top priority.
Any delay in its resolution is fraught with a grave threat to international peace

and security stemming from, inter alia, the unaba.ted militarization of the region •
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region and the world as a whole.

background of new developnents which are discernible in both this trouble-ridden

(Mr. Dugersu~en, Mongolia)
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The intifadah - the popular uprising - of the Palestinian people in the

This time the General Assenbly is daaling wi th this vi tal issue against the

Israeli-occupied territories has raised to new heights the resolve of this heroic
people to implement its legitimate right to self-determination. It has underscoredemphatically the urgency of an active search for a peaceful settlement of the
Arab-Israeli conflict. It has commanded the widespread support of all peace-loving
and upright forces.

This important development naturally found its consummate expression in the
political decisions of the extraordi.nary session of the Palestine National Council
on 15 Novenber this year in Algiers. The proclamation of the establishment of the
independent state of Palestine is augmented by the Council's new positions and
postures, which display a manifest sense of responsibility and realism. Indeed,
the steps taken by the highest poli tical forum of the Pales tin ian people have
opened good prospects for a comprehensiva, lasting and peaceful settlement of the
Mi"dle East problem on the bas is of the relevan t r esolu tions of the United Na Hons
and international law. This sl'a,tesmanlike approach was comprehensively highlighted
by Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the ExeClJU'le Committee of the Palestine
Liberation Organization, in his clear statement from this rostrum on
13 December 1988.

All this goes hand in hand with the positive trends apparent in world politics
and has brought a timely call for common sense and restraint in the Middle Ea.'3t.

My delegation, like many others, is of the view that this new momentum, which
offers fresh opportuni ties for progress towards peace in th('~ Middle East, should be
seized without any delay.

---------...........---
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We are grati fied to note that the declared commitment by the Palestine

ampli fied by the acceptance of 5ecuri ty Council resolu tions 242 (1967) and

National Council to the purposes and ~ inciples of the United Nations Charter is

(Mr. Dugersuren, Mongolia)
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338 (1973), which constitute a widely reengnized basis for a just settlement of the

BCl'/mh

Middle East problem.

There had been a widespread expectation that these amstructive st-aps taken by

the Palestine Liberation Organization would meet with a positive response by the

other parties directly or indirectly involved in the ennflict. Regrettably, recent

pronouncements and actions by the Israeli authorities do not offer at this rrornent

$ufficient grounds for hope and optimism. Moreover, according to the letter of

6 December 1988 from the Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People to the Secretary-General,

"the occupying Power has further intensified its repressive actions in the

West Bank and Gaza". (A/43/946, p. 1)

In that context, the "bngolian delegation joins the many preceding speakers in

deploring the refusal by the United states Mministration to grant a visa to the

Chairman of the EKecutive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization to

allow him to address the General Assembly at Uni ted Na tions Hec "'quarters. Such an

act is enntrary to the obligations of the host country under the Headquarters

Agreement. Furtherrrore, it boils down to, inter '..!!.!!., overt disregard for the

positive openings conducive to the settlement of the Arab-Israel i ennfl ict in the

interests of the long-suffer ing Pales tin ian people and the Arab na tion a t large.

Here it should be stressed that until the right of the Palestinian people to

self-determination is recognized and implemented, peace in the Middle East will
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(Mr. Dugersuren, Mongolia)

continue to elude our grasp. Any approach which ignored this reality would be a

futile and at the same time a dangerous exercise.

The fobngolian People's Republic has invar iably supported the right of the

Palestinian. people to self-determination and statehood. It was thus only natural

that my country should have been among the first to recognize the proclamation of

the independent State of Palestine.

______~-II!!!iII.~ _
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the Mongolian People's Republic, stated that,

"The Q:)vernment of the M:Jngolian People's Republic bel ieves that the

occas 10n of the In terna ti.onal Day of SOlidari ty wl th the Pales tin ian People,

(Mr. Dugersuren, Mongolia)
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In his message of congratulations addressed to Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of
the Executive Collllli ttee of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), on the

Comrade Janbyn Batmunkh, Chairman of the Presidium of the Great People's Hural of

BCT/mh

declara tion of the inaependent Pales tin ian Sta te at the recent extraordinary

session of the Palestine National Council is an event which will give powerful

impetus to bringii'lg the years-long heroic struggle of the Palestinian people

to final victory and the Middle East er isis to a cnmprehensive and just

settlement n.

r-bngolia, together with the Soviet Union and other socialist countr ies, has

cons is tei'l tly advocated the convening of an international conference to tackle the
Middle East problem, with the participation of all the parties cnncerned, including
the Poo, the legitimate representative of the Arab people of Palestine. We are
heartened by the growing awareness of the international community that the

Arab-Israeli conflict, inclUding the Pales tin ian issue, can and should be resolved
within the framework of such a OJnference under the auspices of the United

Nations. The idea of the convening of an international conference on the Middle
East seems to be shared by the five permanent menbers of the secur ity Council.
That would be of crucial importance.

At the same time, we regret to say that despite those encouraging in6iC&tions
no real progress in launching a tangible negotiating pi:ucess has been made so far.

Therefore, what is urgently required at peesant is the redoUbling of efforts
with a view to starting, in practical terms, the preparations for the convening of
an international conference. In this regard my <bvernment commends the
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a conference.

We fully support his view that

would take fully into account the ooncerns and security interests of all the
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(Mr. Dugersuren, Mongolia)

Secretary-General's energetic efforts to set in notion the process leading to such

parties". (A/43/867, para. 35)

review of the situation with a view to "d:.>pting a pragnntic approach that

"the time is right for the Security Council ••• to cormnit itself to a thorough

we support the proposal made by the FOreign Ministers of the non-aligned

countries in Nicosia in September this year to the effect that a preparatory
conmittee for the Mid:Ue East conference be set up, with the participatiol"i of the

permanent meJ1'bers of the Security Council, to examine effective ways and means 0 f

holding such a oonference. My delegation shares the view that the Secur ity Council

is called upon to take the lead in the search for a comprehensive, just and lasting

solution to the problem on the basis of its resc,lutions. '1b our mind, with the

constructive steps taken by the Palestine Na tional Council the si tua tion now makes
such action nore opportune.

We are fully cognizant of the fact that this is not an easy process and

endorse the view that it might require acbption of certain measures of an interim

character. However, our oonsidered view is that such measures should be carried

out under the auspices of the United Nations on the basis of the well-known

relevant Security Council resolutions.

An international oonference on the Middle East could becnroo an effective

instrument for a just and comprehensive settlement of the crisis situation only
through the securing of a fair balance of legitimate interests of all parties

pertaining to the return of the occupied territories to Arab countries and the

quaranteeing of the right of all States in the region to exist in peace and within

secure bOlDldar ies.
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Palestine.

establishment of the state of Palestine.

We should like to underscoce the view that the vital in~rests of the Arab

(Mr. Dugersuren, Mongolia)
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the sole and legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, the PLO must and
should be involved in any efforts to seek a permanent solu tion to the question of

Liberation Organization (PLO). The PLO, which enjoys observer status with our

The circumstances and the reasons for our meeting here are well known. The

The solemn declaration by the Palestine National Council on the commitment to
the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter and the policies and

Mr ~. ABBAS (United Republic of Tanzania) ~ It is very regrettable that the

The United Nations is called upon to play a pivotal role in solving this

the f;xercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People for its active

JLn conclusion, the Mongolian delegation would like to oonunend the Committee on

Palestinian people and peace in the Middle East call for the reconciliation and

to help the world Organization in this noble endeavour.

principles of non-alignment is bound to rally mounting support for the practical

Agreement by refusing an entry visa to Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine

co-ordinated actions of all Arab countries in the first place and the international

BCT/mh

efforts in the implementation of its mandate.

long-standing problem by political means and it is incumbent upon all Member states

General Assembly has had to move its venue from New York to Geneva for its

Organization, has a crucial role b:> play in the i tern under considera tion. Being

U~ited States, the host country to the United Nati.ons, breached the Headquarters

community at large.

consideration of the agenda item on the question of Palestine.
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Mr. Yasser Arafat not only places in jeopardy the Headquarters Agreement between

The denial by the United States of America of an entry visa to

to the oontinuing efforts in search of a solution to the question of Palestine.

(Mr o· Abbas,· United ~pub1ic of
'l'anzan ia)
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Last week, in New York, the General Assembly dealt with the item concerning

Palestine. It is now generally acknowledged by the international community that in

the situation in the Middle East, which is closely inter linked with the question of

order to find a just and lasting solution to the Middle Ea$t situation an equitable

BCl'/mh

our Organization and the host country, but is also a disturbing and ser ious setback

solution must be sought to the Palestinian question, which is the core of the whole

problem. And this can oome about only by according the Palestinian people their

inalienable right to self-determination and independence.

UnfOrtunately, the Government of Israel does not seem to have accepted that

incontrovertible fact. We find in the report (A/43/35) of the Committee on the
Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People vivid and horrifying

documentation of a litany of atrocities and other forms of repression committed by

the State of Israel, the occupying Power, against the Palestinian population in the

occupied terri tories of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
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might) of a callous disregard and disdain for international public opinion and

children. Israel, in its blind pursuit of occupation and expansionism, has not

violated international law, especially as expressed in the Eburth Geneva

(Mr. Abbas, United Republic
of Tanzan ia)
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interna tional law as well as acts of cruelty meted out to defenceless women and

From this c:bcumentation there emerges a picture of reckless misuse of military

only committed acts of aggression again other countries in the region but has also

Conven t ion, by fa i1 ing to accord min imum physi cal and legal pro te ction to the

popula tion In the occupied territories.

Force, coercion and brutality cannot solve the problem of Palestine~ they can
onl}' perpetuate it. That is the sad story of the problem of Palestine. For one
year now, the Palestinians in the occupied territories of the west Bank and Gaza

Strip have chosen to resist continued Israeli occupation, repression and

brutalization through their heroic uprising popularly known as the intifadah.

Arned only wi th stones and wooden sticks they have wi thstood Israeli tanks and

machine g~ns. Through the intifadah, the Palestinians have demonstrated their

opposition to continued occupation and further annexation of Palestinian

territories and to the violation of their basic human rights. In response to this
heroic uprising of a courageous people, Israel has resorted to more force by

unleashing its military machine against defenceless civilians, most of them women

and children. Hundreds have been killed, while thousands have been wOll'lded or

ma imed. Tha t is in addi tion to mass de ten tion s wi thou t tr ial and depor ta tion s of

civilians from their homes. By perpetrating those cruelties, the Israeli Goverment
erroneously believed that it would succeed in destabilizing the leadership of the

uprising and create confusion within the Palestinian population in oraer to rule it
more brutally.
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people.

There is still time - though not a great deal - for Israel to reconsider its

(Mr. Abbas, United Republic
of Tanzania)
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Middle East under the auspices of the United Nations. It further stated that that

called for the immediate convening of the international peace conference on the

the PLO, made a major contr ibution towards peace in the Middle East. The mc

Council (ENC), the Palestinians categorically and unequivocally stated their case

AllOOSt a IlDnth ago at Algiers, during the meeting of the Palestine National

the lessons of Israel's own history - of its own existence as a nation.

to the world. The Palestinians, guided by their sole and authentic organization,

clear to Israel that the world cannot remain passive in the face of the Palestinian

242 (1967) and 338 (1973), which the PLO has accepted.

terrorism. It is a supre~ act of duty of safeguarding the honour of a whole

to such continuing inequity to the point of sacrificing one's life when no other

children and the aged is terror ism in its TlDst naked form. COurageous resistance

Tanzania deplores these acts of brutality which have rightly earned Israel the

continues with impunity to oommi t more atrocities. In view of this intransigence,

it is now more than ever urgent for the international community to make it quite

ordeal and the ru thless onslaught of the Israeli de fence forces on the Pales tin tan

conference should be convened on the bas is of security Council resolu tions

ever-more sophisticated arms and munitions against innocent, ill-equipped women,

society and its posterity. Fbr Israel's leadership to show such blindness to this

wrath of the international oommunity as evidenced by sanctions against it in

self-evident reality as to call it a manifestation of terrorism is to deny itself

posi tion on the burning issue of the right of the Palestian people to have a

various General Assembly and security Council resolutions. Israel, however,.

complete say in its own destiny. Enforcing occupation with brute force of

option is left which can be rellDtely seen as honourable is the anti thes is of

-
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declaration by the PNC in which the Palestinian people has stated its case for

peaceful solution of the question of Palestine. We heartily congratulate the

Tanzania, like other peace-loving nations of the world, warmly welcomes the

(Mr. Abbas, United Republic
of Tanzan ia)
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PaJ.estinian people for this imp:>rtant and courageous step for peace. That historic

Declaration should go a long way towards redressing the grave injustice which was
perpetrated on the Palestinian people 40 years ago, when General Assell'bly

resolu tion 181 (Il) was adopted.

We believe that the Algiers declaration adopted by the PNC has all the basic

ingredients for an international conference on Palestine to succeed. 'lb ask for

more than what has been sta ted and accepted in that Declaration is to lose sight of
the historic opportunity before us to engage in a pE!aceful solution to the problem
of Palestine. If this valuable opportunity is lost, the responsibility will not

lie with the PLO or the Arab States in the region: it will lie squarely with

Israel and its major protectors which enoourage it: on its path of defiance.

The ball is now in Israel's court to accept: the challenge because the

conference is oonsidered by the international oommun ity as the only means for the

*

attainment of a compreh ens ive peaceful settlement of the ques tion of Palestine, the

core of the Middle East problem. The participation of all the parties, including
the PLO, on an equal footing with others, is a prerequisite for the success of the
conference. Only a oompcehensive agreement can rel'lOve long-standing grievances and
injustices and guarantee a durable peace based on justice for all the States and

people of the region.

Hr. MUYUNDA (Zambiah Wh ile we are happy to be in th is beautiful and

scenic ci ty of (",eneva, my delega tion deeply deplores the decis ion by the Uni ted

States Government to deny a visa f:x) the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO), Mr. Yasser Arafat, to enter the United States for the purpose
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(Hr. Mu yunda , zanbia)

of addressing the thited Nations on the question of Palestine. That decision cuts
across the host country obligations of the United States to the world body. We
cannot over-emFbas ize the impera tive necessi ty for the thi ted Sta tes to adhere

str ictly to the international norms and tradi tiolls that regulate and gover n the

conduct of States in their international lmdertakings.

At this juncture, let me pay due tribute to the 8ecretary-General for the

effective and elabora te manner in which he has organ ized this sess ion, despi te the

short notice given him. Similarly, my delegation wishes to express its sincere

apprecia tion and gra ti tude to the SWiss Government and people for the excellen t
facilities placed at our disposal since our arrival in Geneva.

This meeting takes place in the wake of a historic and epoch-making decision

by the Palestine National Council (PNe) at the extraordinary session in Algiers

last lOOn th. Re presenta tives are fully aware of the outcome of that mee ting. I do

not, therefore, have to 9' into details. Suffice it to mention that the decis ion

taken by the me has opened an important chapter in the poli tical history of

Palestine.

_ •.._------.....- ..........-.----~
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of General Assell'bly resolution 181 ell) of 29 Novellber 1947 which par ti tinned

Palestine into two States - one Arab and one Jewish - with special international

Council (~C) and Chairman Arafat for the bold decis ion declar ing the establishment

(Hr. Muyunda, zanbia)
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May I therefore take this opportunity to salute the Palestine National

by the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) is a consecration of the provisions

eta tus for the Holy Ci ty of Jer usalem. As we all know, it was on ly th e Jew ish

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). The acceptance of the two-State resolution

of an independent State of Palestine and also for accepting Security Council

State of Israel that came into being on 15 May 1948.

Furthermore, despite continued brutal attacks by Israel on defenceless men,

women and children, the PLO has shown unprecedented magnanimity by pUblicly and

categorically declaring its opposition to all forms of violence and terrorism,

inclUding State terrorism. The PLO has instead extended an olive branch.

In his met inspiring and im(X)rtant statement made to the General Assembly,

the Chairman of the PLO, Mr. Yasser Arafat, carried a message of goodwill and peace
in the Middle East. It is a message of hope for the future ~nerations of both the
States of Israel and Palestine to coexist within secure and internationally

reoognized boundaries. It is not necessary to add that this is a rare and timely
opportuni ty which should be fully exploi ted by all the par ties concerned if las 1:1ng
peace is to be realized in the Middle East.

In this regard, Z~lIrbia calls upon Israel to seize the opportuni ty now

obtain 1ng by responding positively to the call for the conven ing of an

international conference Cln the Palestine question where all the par ties to the
oonflict, including the Pto, will participate.

It is my delegation's view and conviction that Chairman AraEat's statement,
for which we moat heartily congratulate him, was very clear and unall'biguous,
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gesture by enter in9 into meaningful, direct negotia Hons with the PLO, the sole and

contrary to the sentiments expressed in certain circles. Q'l the contrary, we

(Mr. Muyunda, zatrbia)
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process in the Palestinian question. It is now up to Israel to reciprocate this

believe that the PLO has made a giant break through in the long and arduous peace

authentic representative of the Palestinian people.
Israel cannot forever rely on the instrumentality or use of brute force to

subdue the Palestinians. Already, the Palestinians have sholm that Israel's
mil itary might is not going to deter them from their cher ished goal of national
independence and a homeland they can rightly call their own. The advent of the
intifadall over the ~st yl!!ar in the occupied territories attests to this.

The Palestinian people has the right to shape its own destiny. It is known
that the great are not always right, but that the right are always great.

It would be an act of shortsightedness to regard the Palestinian intifadah in
the occupied territories as not truly r~presenting the aspirations of all
Palestinians for a homeland. The intifadah is a serious development requiring bold
and courageous decisions by Israel on the need to mexist side by side and in peace
with the new State of Palestine so that peace and tranquility can finally reign in
the Mi&1le East. We have repea tedly sta ted in the General Assetrbly and elsewhere
that sinced the question of Palestine is the core of Middle East conflicts and
tensions, there can be no CDmpcehensive, just and lasting peace in the Middle East
unless Palestinian rights are justly addressed. We believe that a comprehensive,
just and lasting solution to the problem can be achieved upon Israel's
uncondi tional wi thdrawal from all Pales tinian and 0 ther Arab terri toties occupied
since 1967, including Jerusalem. Such a withdrawal would enable the Palestinians
to exercise their legitimate and inalienable'riqhts to self-determination without
external interference.

"
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must, in accordance with the tl'lited Nations Charter, refrain from the threat or use

the PNC as a way of attaining lasting and durable peace in the region. Similarly,

In conclusion, let me reiterate that the road to peace and stability in the

(Hr. Mu yunda , za lib ia)
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Israel to rise to the occasion by accepting the historic decision taken recently by

zamiba is fully suppor tive of the proposal to convene an in terna tional conference

of force aga inst neighbour ing and other Sta tes. Indeed, the time has oome for

Middle East lies in a negotiated settlement. It is against this background that

on the Middle East involving all parties ooncer ned, including the PW. Israel

we hope that the allies of Israel will prevail upon it not to miss this golden

opportunity for a peace process in the Middle East.

Zarrbia, however, welcomes the reported announcement by the Uti ted Sta tes of

Amer iea to establish a direct dialogue with the PW.

At this critical stage of the struggle by the Palestinian people against

foreign occupation and domination, we salute them for their heroic resistance to

Israel's inhuman policies. We commend them roost sincerely for their lDldalDlted

bravery in facing the ruthless Israeli military machinery which has so far claimed

innocent lives of hundreds of Palestinians, especially women and children - and
some people have even been buried alive.

Finally, I wish to reaffirm Zannia's tot&l support for, and soU.darity with

the Palestinians in their just struggle against foreign occupation and domination.
I say to them that we are partners in a colllllOn struggle. The road ahead is quite
long and tortuous, but I am confident tha t we shall finally win. It is only a

question of time. Afte[ all, where there is a will there is alwaya way. In that

connection, the realization of an independent and sovereign Sta te on Pales tin ian

soil is a noble goal to which we must all remain fully committed.
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self-determina tion and the peaceful settlement of dispu tes.

breach in United Nations efforts to promote respect for the right of peoples to
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Mr. ADJOYI ('1bgo) (in terpr eta tion from French): Once aga in, we ar e

FMB/14

meeti.ng to consider the sad and tragic question whose continuation is a painful

--------_-...._----
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international peace and secur ity, of the greatest concern tx> the international

since the second and third sessions of the General Assembly, has been without

General Asseni>ly should have included the consideration of th is major item on its
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conciliation, political settlement, assistance and protection of the human rights

community and one that has represented considerable expendi ture of effort towards

doubt, because of its complexity, acuteness and its impact on regional and

of oppressed peoples. It is only right, therefore, that after a long hiatus, the

agenda since its twenty-n in th sess ion.

The exceptional circumstances that led to the holding of this debate at the

Palais des Nations translates in a I'IPst tangible way the respect for the two basic

requirements related to the credibility and capacity for action of this world

Organization~ the need for the Organization to remain faithful to its purposes and

pr inciples and to its oonrnitments, on the one hand, and to ensure the str ict

application of its own decisions, on the other; and the pronotion of a frank

dialogue and direct negotiations among all interested parties tx> existing

disputes.

At a time when improvement in international political relations favours

efforts to extinguish hotbeds of tension throughout the world and when significant

developnents have occurred with regard to the question of Palestine, it is

important to exploi t ra tionaUy the precursors of a new impetus for peace in the
Middle East - that is, the historical importance and timeliness of our current
treetings.

It will he recalled that, following its establishment the Jnfted Nations

endeavoured, in keeping wi th its noble prfnci pIes and purposes, to repa ir a

revolting and scandalous affront to universal morals and conscience, to human

-----------------
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united Nations bodies.

3237 (XXIX) are most significant. Pursuant to those resolutions, the General

(Mr. Adjoyi, ~go)
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General Assenbly resolution 3375 (XXX) is also of great significance. At its
thirtieth session, the General Assembly established the Committee on the Exercise

international conferences convened under United Nations auspices or those of other

PLO to participate, as an observer, in its meetings and work as well as in

recognized that the Palestinian people was a participant in endeavours to establish

their enjoyment was indispensable to a settlement of the question of Palestine)

the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people in Palestine, underscoring that

in its deliberations on the question of Palestine in plenary meetings; reaffirned

Liberation Organization (Poo), repr~senting the Palestinian people, to participate

Assemly, at its twenty-ninth session, inter'alia~ invited the Palestine

anti-semitic racial hatred that caused one of the most disgusting mass persecutions

the United Nations endeavoured to enSUl:e to the Jewish people full enjoyment of its

dignity and to a breach of the conventions applicable in time of war - namely, the

in human history. Indeed, in sponsor in9 the establishment of the State of Israel,

It is therefore most fortunate that this requitement has been grasped by our

independence, ant3 therefore to a homeland, would also be respected.

equity, required that the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination and

Organization. General Assembly reSOlutions 3210 (XXIX), 3236 (XXIX) and

peace in the Middle East and that it was entitled to recover its rights through all

building that worl~ of peace and progress perceived by the founding fathers of theworld Organization. Har1l'Ony and peace among all peoples of the region, as well as

national identity in order to enable it to contribute its craative genius for

means, in keepiug with the purposes and pr inciples of the Charteo and invited the

of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People and gave it the mandate of

----_..............-----'-"--
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return to its homeland, self-determination without outside interference,

independence and national sovereignty.

successive Chairmen for the considerable work accomplished in fulfilling its

(fllr. Mjoyi, 'lb.go)
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I wish to pay a very warm tribute to the Committee and, in particular, to its

studying the question and recommending to the General Assembly a programme of

implementation designed to enable the Palestinian people to exercise the rights

recognized in General Assembly resolution 3236 (XXIX), inter alia, the right to

mandate. This work has produced increasing mobilization of world public opinion on

behalf' of the just Palestinian cause and has also brought about consolidation of
the social and humanitarian assistance efforts and efforts for the protection of
the human rights of the Palestinian people.

A historic event of great significance - the resumption of the consideration

of the question of Palestine by the General Assembly - provided the Chairman of the
PLO with the opportunity of delivering a three-fold message to the international

community, namely~ the faith of the Palestinian people in the ability and vocation
of the United Nations to prol1Dte the right of peoples to self-determinationJ the

unflagging commitment of the PLO tx> pursue consistently its just struggle for

national liberation and solidarity with all othe.r oppressed peoples throughout the

worldJ and the resolute will of the Palestinian people to bring about the
restoration of peace in the Middle East.

Indeed, Chairman Yasser Arafat stated to the General Assent>ly at: j ts
twenty-ninth session:

"Even as today we address the Genetal Assembly from what is before all

else an international rostrum we are also expressing our faith in political

and diplomatic struggle as complements, as enhancements of armed struggle~

Furthermore we express our appreciation of the role the United Nations is
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itself to the living actuality of aspiring peoples, towards which an

capable of playing in settling problems of international scope. But this

capability ••• became real only once the United Nations had accommodated

(Mr. Adjoyi, 'IbgO)
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Organization of so truly international a dimension owes unique obligations."
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(A/PV~ 2282; .p ... 16)

"'Ibday I have come bearing an olive branch and a freedom fighter's gun.

Do not let the olive branch fall from my hand. I repeat~ do not let the

olive branch fall from my hand.

"War flares up in Palestine and yet it is in Palestine that peace will be

L 'rn." (ibid., p. 51)
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"In view of the position of the 'lbgolese ~vernment, which has always

"The 'lbgolese ~vernment, which maintains excellent relations with the

(Mr. Adjoyi, 'lb9Q)
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date, 30 November 1988, to the State of 'Palestine."

keeping wi th . )curi ty Council resolu tions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), the

to a territory with secure and internationally recognized boundaries in

Council of Ministel:'s has decided to give official recognition as from this

negotiated solution of theit problems.

process that must bring the parties to the conflict in the region to a

advocated and defended the right of Israel and that of the Pales tin ian pe<)ple

p.stabli~hmentof the State of Palestine as an element falling within the

State of Israel and the Palestine Libera tion Organiza tion, considers the

the follow ing:

the good faith of the leaders of that people, who have been homeless for so long,

is very clear and speaks for itself. The Pales tin ian people wants freedom and

This poignant appeal for dialogue has, unfortunately, not received the answer

keeping wi th the event itself, that historic decis ion. Rlt doubting for an instant

peace; that is why my country welcomed, with the spirit of responsibility in

keynote address made by Chairman Arafat to us on Tuesday in this Hall.

for which we had hoped. Therefore, we understand why Palestinian youth, thwarted

and frustrated, unleashed a widespread uprising which expresses the determination

establishment of the state of Palestine. Finally, one understands the scope of the

In my delegation's view, the support given to the intifadah by the Palestine
National Council, together with the decision to establish the State of Palestine,

of an entire people to break the status quo and rid itself of oppression. One can

special session held in Algiers, took the historic decision of proclaiming the

on 30 Novel"lber last 'lbgo recognized the independent Palesthian State, and stated

also understand why the Palestine Na tional Council, at the end of its nineteenth

BHS/mh
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two fundamental principles established by the international oommW'lity in Security

the State of Palestine was made, in the view of my country, within the context of

Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), namely, the right of all States in

(Mr. Adjoyi, 'lbgo)
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This recognition was given in full awareness, in so far as the proclamation of
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th,'! region, including Israel, to exist in secure, recognized and guaranteed

boundaries, and the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination, with all

that that implies, as stated, inter a1,!!.' in the Declaration of the Geneva

Conference on Palestine in 1983.

Recognition of r..he independent State of Palestine by my country should also be
viewed as an appeal to the PLO. Having extended its reoogni tion, wi thou t any
hesitation and in good faith, the 'lbgolese <bveri'unent expects from it that the

message of peace delivered in Algiers will be followed as soon ~~ possible with a

peace plan in keeping with the United Na tions Charter: and the relevan t resolutions

on the situation in the Middle East. In this respect the statement made by

Chairman Arafa t is worthy of our oonsideration.

From the time 'lbgo has been led by His Excellency General Gnass ingbe Eyaderra,
it has based its foreign pcl icy on dialogue, co"<)peration and the peaceful

settlement of dispu tes. It is this policy that has brought it to a<bpt a pasi tio"
on the Middle East which calls for dialogue am::mg all the parties of the region.
That is why it believes that i.n order to bring about a peaceful settlement tltat

will enshrine the rights defined by the United Nations for every party, it is

essential for dialogue to be established between the two parties. It is high time

that each one, Israeli and Palestinian, take a step in the right direction and

accept for the other: party what it demands for itself. A new Palestinian s~p has
jus t been taken.*

* The Pres iOOn t r etur ned to the Chair.
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Palestinian leaders, it is necp~sary for the Israeli Government to grasp this

settlement of the conflict. The start of this process requires scrupulous respect

In view of the will to make peace wi th Israel 6 as clearly expressed by the

(Mr. Adjoyi, Toga)
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by Israel of its obligations as an occupying Power, in keeping with the Geneva
Convention of 12 August.1949, the withdrawal of its troops and the removal of its

BHS/mh

historic opportunity to enter effectively into the process of the peaceful

settlements, because in the long term this will be the decisive pre-condition for
any overall lasting solution. It seems to us that, in any case, Israel was waiting

for this step on the part of the Palestinians. Indeed, was it not His Excellency
Shimon Peres, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Israel, who stated on

28 september 1988, from the rostrum of the General Assembly, the following:

WWe are prepared to conduct negotiations on the basis of the only

framework, reaffirmed this week in the trilateral meeting chaired by

Pres ident Reagan, with the participation of the Egyptian Minister for Foreign

Affairs, and accepted by Arab countries as well as by all permanent members of
the Security Council - that is, Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973), calling for a territorial compromise and secure borders. They are
the only existing common ground.

"As we stand ready to live up to these commitments, we shall be as clear

in addressing our expectations of our neighbours." (A/43/PV.9, p. 86)

Has the PLO, through its Chairman, not been sufficiently clear in his

statements to lead Israel to reconsider its position? All the conditions have now
been met to allow Israel to begin negotiations.
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community and each of its mellbers is to facil-itate the establishment of that

political internal cnnsiderations can only be harmful to the restoration of peace

In the view of my delegation, the intermediary role of the intetna tional

CMr. Mjoyi, 'lbgol
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long-hoped-for dialogue. Any tactics to delay this dialogue to meet purely

and secur i ty in the reg ion.

Tha parties directly concerned - the Israelis and Palestinians - have
reoognized" that it is high tiJOO to dispel yC!sterday's clouds and prevent new storms
from once again clouding the hor izon. Thus it is time for the procedure that has
been outlined by the in terna tional communi ty, namely the In terna tional Peace
Conference on the Middle East, to becnme a reality rather than some vague
incantation. This conference alone can provide an appropriate framework for the
parties cnncerned to establish the necessary contacts on the basis of the relevant
tbited Nations resolutions in which the PLO is reoognized as the legitimate
representa tive of the Palestinian people.

The successive numerous reoognitions of the new Palestinian State oonfirm the
emergence of a defini te interna tional consensus to pr011'Ote the just cause of the
Palestinian people. Therefore, we have cnme to a turning-point in history which
requires that the heartfelt and l~gitimate aspirations of this people to freer"um
and independence, as clearly stated in the decision of the Palestine National
Council, be the point of departure for a just and lasting settlement of thl"
question of the Middle Fast.

Intransigence and distrust are outdated, whereas the spir it of constructive
dialogue, flexibility and realism will carry and bring into fruition the seeds of
peace. 'i'he 'ibgolese (bver nmen t would 1 ilte to make an urgen t appeal to the Israel i
Government and the leaders of the PLO to come together as soon as possible aromd
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immediate and unoonditional withdrawal of Israeli fOrces from all lP.banese

process and prospects for peace in the Middle Eac;t.

,. ,4

:;lr. Adjoyi, 'lbgo)
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The serious OOncern of the international oommunity over the daily

Palestinian people in the West Bank and Gaza. Day after day, as we witness the

Th is week marks the firs t ann iversary of the 01190 ing popular upr is ing of the

the oontinuing confl iets and tensions in the region.

international support for the rights of the palestinian people but also because of

the United Nations for the past four decades. This is not only because of :7~~

a negotia ting table, bearing in mind that their region, the Middle East, is the

My delegation need not emphasize the ubnost importance of the subject under

nei ghbours.

cradle of the three great monotheistic religions that preach love for one's

Hr 0 RANA (Nepalh The Ganeral Assenbly is mee ting in Geneva th is week to

representation, especially at the highest level, cannot but jeopardize the peace

the major par.ties to the conflict and any attempt to tamper wi th their

international obligation and agreement. The Palestinian people mnsti tu te one of

consideration. The question of Palestine has been an issue of central conc~ n of

consider the question of Palestine. The circumstances which led to the change of

venue were rather unfortunate. My delegation joins other Member States in
expressing its displeasure over the decis ion of the Uni ted Sta tes in breach of

heroic resistance on the one side and the ruthless repression 00 the other, it is

resul t of the recent Israel i attack on Lebanon. We condemn such a blatant

deteriorating situation in the occupied territories has become even greater as a

only natural for all of us to ask how long such a tragic and troubled situation can

violation of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Lebanon and demand the

continue without disastrous consequences.
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Pales tin lan people to sel foode termination • Peace in the Middle East will remain

It is a matter of reoord that all peace initiatives in the past have failed
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(Hr. Rmna, Nepal)
terri tory, as envisaged in General Assembly and security COuncil resolutions.
Israel's pol icy of suppression in the occupied territor ies and aggression abroad

primar ily because they did not take fully into account the leg1 timate right of the

has added urgency to the quest for peace in the region.

elusive as long as this basic reality is not acknowledged and addressed. It is
clearer than ever before that the oontinuation of the status q~ is neither
feasible nor acceptable. The stalemate can only escalate the danger and multiplythe human suffering.

It is in this oontext that my delegation deeply deplores the rigid Israeli
attitude and, in particular, its continued relicmc'! on brute force in dealing with
the civilian upr is 1n9 and protest. We take this opportunity to call on Israel once
again to honour its obliga tions under the 1949 Geneva Convention. This is,
however, a tentative, though necessary st&p. We re_in mnvinced that peace in the
Middle East cannot be established, IIlIch less ensured, vi thout the Israeli
withdrawal from Arab territories occupied since 1967.

Nepal has long held the view that a just, lasting and comprehens ive peace in
the Middle Eas t has to lnoorporate three fundamantal ingredients, withdrawal of
Israel from territories occupied since 1967, unqualified respect for the rights Qf
the Palestinian people, including the right to an independent State, and
recognition of the right of every State in the region, inclUding Israel, tn live in
peace within secure and recognized boundaries, free from threats and acts of force.

----_...........................---~
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In this context, the recent declaration of the Palestine N&tional Council in

listened to his address with keen intere~t and attention. His statement testifies

(Hr. Rana, Nepal)
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to the readiness of the Palestinian people to enter into serious negotiations to

International Peace Conference on the Middle East, under the auspices of the United

leadership, courage and v isiollo It wag therefore only natural that we should have

242 (1967) and 338 (1973). We are encouraged to note tha\. i:he Algiers Declart'~Hon

no-war, no-peace situation. We fully agree that a just and lasting pol itiesl

Yesterday we had the opportunity to welcome in our midst Hr. Yasser Arafat,

Government of Nepal has welcomed this historic declaration and believes that it

Arab-Israeli confl ict and for arrangements to ensure the peace and security of all

two States in Palestine, but that it also calls for the peaceful resolution of the

Algiers raised hopes for a just and lasting peace in the region. His Majesty's

is not only based on the historic resolution of the General Assembly which crellted

The challenge before the international community is to reconcile tha determination

Palestinian people of life under continued Israeli occupation.

of Israel to ensure its right to exist with the equally determined rejection by the

Palestinian people. we in Nepal hold him in high esteem for his dynamic

on the basis of the principles underlined in Security Council resolutions

States in the region.

Chairman Arafat symbolizes the indomitable spirit and legitimate aspirations of the

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Nations. Such a conference, with the participation of all parties to the conflict

settlement can be achieved only through negotiations undertaken in good faith and

end the conflict. My delegation believes that the time has now COllie to convene an

offers fresh DDmentum for opening the process of negotiations to end the present
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including the Palestine Liberation Organization, and the permanent members of the

(Mr. Rana, Nepal)
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The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): Before continuing the

unique opportunity not be allowed to falter or be frustrated.

Security COuncil, offere the best hope for peace in the Middle East. It is in our
common interest, and in particular in the interest of peace and justice, that this

debate this morning, I should like to express my sa tisfaction - which, I am sure,

is shared by everyone in this Hall - with regard to the decision of the Government

of the United States of America to enter into direct dialogue with the Palestine
Liberation OrganiZation, which is recognized by the General Assembly as the sole

and authentic representative of the Palcastinian people.

The decision by the Government of the United States of America represents a
roost important step forward in the search for a peaceful, negotiated and lasting

settlement of the question of Palestine and, in clle final andysis, of the

Arab-Israeli conflict.

In expressing our satisfaction at this development, I cannot fail to mention

the personal contdbution of Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Executive Council
of the Palestine Liberation Organization, and once more to express our thanks to

him for his statements of the highest histodc significance. The statement he made
at the beginning of these meetings provided, i am sure, the impetus needed for thp

developments we are applauding today.

On the other hand, I believe it is no mere happenstance that all these

pod tive developmen ts should co 1nclde w1. t:h the deba te on agenda item 37 0 f the
forty-third session of the General Assembly. Once more, our Organization - the
Un! ted Na t ions - has proved to be the ca talyst for decis !ve 3 teps forwarti in the
search for a settlement of a major regional oonfl1ct. That, if nothing else,

_1· -..IiIiIiIlilill- -----~
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cannot: but express my deepest satisfaction.

confirms the positive and key role of the United Nations in the international

in sum, it is our sincerest hope that, as of now, a new and definitive effort

(The President)
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arena, for which, as President of the General Assembly at its forty-third session I

will begin to achieve a just solution of the question of Palestine, whose

continuation places a heavy responsibility on the conscience of the entire

in terna tional communi ty •

I understand that there are a nlJllt)er of delegations wishing to take the floor

and speak on aspects of the statement I have just made. There could be nothing

more appropriate. However, what is certain is that we must make an effective

contribution with regard to agenda item 37, end that effective contribution is to

be able to conclude today, as scheduled, so that the General Assembly's resolution

which transferred our work here in Geneva is duly implemented. I would therefore

respectfully remind representatives that we shall try, as far as possible, to

con tinue wi th the programme of work we have agreed upon.

I
r :

/';

1
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Hr .. · YAWZALP (Turkey) s The present debate on the question of Palestine

is, indeed, taking place under the roost extraordinary circum.<;tances. To begin

with, it is the first United Nations General Assenbly debate held on this issue

since the cruc ia1 decis ion of the Pales tine Na Honal Council to proclaim the

independent State of Palestine. Secondly, it is the very first time in the history

of the United Nations that the General Assembly has J!K)ved to Geneva to hold its

deliberations on a particular agenda item.

We are pleased that Hr. Arafat could confirm once again in this important

debate in Geneva, before the entire international community, the constructive and

realistic decisions of the recent meeting of the Palestine National Council.

More than 40 years have passed since the Genera.l Assembly acbpted its ini tial

resolutions concerning the Arab-Israeli oon£l ict. Since that period, the question

of Palestine has represented a continuous responsibility and the role of the United

Nations became irreplaceable in the search for a solution to the problem. Over the

years, the Uni ted Nations has drawn up the basic and widely supported pr incip1es on

which a comprehensive, just and lasting so~ution should be based.

At the present time, when there are positj,ve signs towards the reconciliation

and resolution of some regional conflicts, unfortunately the situation in the

Middle East continues to give rise to serious threats to regional security and

world peace, primarily because the problem of Palestine remains unresolved and

because at the core of this question lies the plight of the Palestinian people,

most of whom live under obcupation or exile.

Nevertheless, we cannot deny the existence at present of some encouraging and

promising signs. Since last year's debate on this item in the General Assembly, we

have witnessed a number of crucial developments. First, the uprising in the

occupied territories,' which erupted last December;' continues to gain in intensity

and to focus the attention of the entire world on the injustice suffered by all the
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meeting in Algiers, oonstitute two historic steps.

fur ther clad fied the pesit lve decis ions acbpted a t the Pales tine Ni! Honal COuncil

and legal ties between itself and the West Bank. And finally, the proclamation by
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the Palestine National Council of the independent State of Palestine at its recent

In this context, we also welcome and highly appreciate the important statement

(Mr. Yavuz alp, 'l\Ir key)
Palestinian people. secondly, the decision of Jordan to sever the administrative

JSM/pt

made in this forum on Tuesday by Mr. Arafat, when he reiterated once again and

with a view to dispelling any remaining doubts and hesitations that might exist
about their real intentions. It is evident that the major events of the past few
IOOnths call for careful a>nsideration by the international oofl'lllunity.

Israel's persistence in pursui,ng its well-known policies remains the
fundamental impediment to the initiation of an effective peace process in the
Middle East. Therefore, it came as no surprise to us when in December last year

•

the situation in the Arab ter ritor ies under Israel i occupation mar kedly
deteriorated and the Palestinian civilian tx>pulation rose in protest against the
Isr ael i occupa tion •

Since that time, we have been following with concern the developments in the
occupied Palestinian territories. The secretary-General's recent report (/.\/43/805)and the retx>rt of the COlllllissioner-General of the Un ited Nations ReI ief and N>r ks
Agency for Palestine Refugees in thte Near Ei'l'it draw our atten tion to the suffer ingsand the growing despair of the Palestinians.

In view of the tragic loss of 11 fe and human suffering, the Government of
Turkey has repeatedly denounced the arbitrary Israeli measures and practices in theWest BaJ"!k and the Gaza Strip and has called on Israel to refra in from all acts ofviolence against the civilian population •
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(Hr. Yavuzalp, Tur kef)

My GovernlMlnt has stated on var ious occas ions that it sees a close link
between the sufferings of the Palestinians and the need for the political

settlement of the Middle East problem. The political nature of this problem is
also stressed in the Secretary-General's report (8/19443), where it is stated that
priority has to be given to the negotiation of such a settlement and meas.ures to
alleviate the sufferings of the Palestini~n people should not be allowed to become
a substitute for an urgent solution to the I:nderlying political problems.

Under these circumstances, the proclamation of an independent State of

Palestine by the Palestine National Council constitutes a historic milestone for
efforts to find a just and lasting solution to the Middle East question. As we see
it, from now on all the interested parties to the conflict have a new interlocutor
in the Palestine Lib~ration Organization (PLO) to address, an interlocutor which
favours die settlement of the issue through peaceful means and acts wi th the added
maturity and responsibility of statehood. We regard this as an important

~evelopment for the peace process.

The lack of a proper negotiating mechanism has for many years constituted one

of the major obstacles to addressin,:" in a meaningful manner the substantive

questions in this field. In the absence of dialogue, suspicions among the parties

have deepened, creating an atmosphere conducive to recurring conflagrations or
unproductive rhemr ic. Now it seems that: circumstances are more appropr late for
encouraging the peace process. In this connection, I should like to recall the
views expressed by the Secretary-General in his report on the situation in the

Middle East where he rightly points out that;

"The recent session of the Palestine Na tional Council ••• has generated a

:\

!

new Rr.lmentum in the diplomatic process and ••• it offers fresh opportunities

p'

for progress towards peace which should be seized". (A/43/867, para. 37)

&
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In th is con text, we welcome the recently announced decis ion of the U1i ted Si:a tes

positive step will be instrumental in contributing to peace in the region.

Government to enter into a dialogue with the PLO and we hope that th is wise and

'l\trkey's p:>licy regarding the Middle East question aims at establishing a just and

lasting peace in the region and has always been clear-cut, determined and

oonsistent.

In fact, within the framework of our attitude in this regard, we have always

expressed the view that a just and lasting peace in the Middle East can only be

achieved through the withdrawal of Israel from Arab territories occupied since 1967

the acknowledgement of the right of all sides in the region, inclUding Israel, to

and the recognition of the legitinate rights of the Palestinians, inclUding their

right to establish an independent State of their own, on the one hand, and through

live within secure and reOCl~n ized boundar ies, on the other.

Consequently, our recognition of the newly established State of Palestine is a

natural outcome of our attitude in this regard. This reoognition is not against

any party in the region) on the contrary, it aims at facilitating the creation of

the proper circumstances in \'lhich all sides in the region, including Israel, can

live in peace, securi ty and stab iU ty.
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which also meet the requirements of the international community, as a clear

expression of the desire of the Palestinians to live side by side with Israel in
peace. That is why Turkey has found the recent decisions of the Palestinians,

including the one to establish an independent state of their own, worth encouraging.
Turkey believes that for the realistic and constructive at.ti tude taken by the

PLO to be meaningful, it. is equally important for Israel to take the steps expected
of it by the international community and respond to the Palestinians in the same

spirit. For that matter, it is the responsibility of all concerned to assess

positively the opportunity created by the recent developments - including

Mr. Arafat's positive statement. in this forum on Tuesday and his further

elaboration at the press oonference yesterday - and do their share in this regard
so that a new dynamism can be injected into the peace process wi th a view to

aChieving a just and lasting peace in the region.

Turkey is ready to support all peace efforts to this end. Within this

framework, my (bvernment. welcomes the oonvening of an international peace

conference, provided that all parties concerned agree on it. Furthermore, Turkey
believes that its historical ties in the region and its good relations and dialogue
with all the parties concerned may permit it to assulOO a role in this regard, if
requested by the parties ooncerned.

The present circumstances and rapid developments in the course of these

meetings seem to open promising prospects for achieving a just and lasting solu tion
to the quest.ion of Palestine. The search for peace must be pursued with .,!scbm,
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vision, courage and latitude. Furthermore, the present configuration of regional

and global dynamics favours peace rather than confrontation.

Time is running out for those who do not respond to the call for peace and

tranquillity in the region. Therefore, if one seriously wants peace in the region,

one needs to act in full recognition of the recent realities. It is in this spirit

that we appeal to Israel once again to reconsider its position and to choose

reconciliation rather than confrontation so that the long-awaited just and lasting

peace can eventually be reached in the Middle East, where all, including Israel,

will be able to live side by side in peace, stability and security.

Before I conclude, I should like to commend the efforts made by the Committee

on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, which has

successfully promoted a wider awareness of the question of Palestine and gained

stronger sympathy and support from the world community for the legi tilM te cause 0 f

the Palestinian people. I should also like to express our appreciation to the

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for his commitment and untiring

efforts to enable the Palestinian people to attain their inalienable right to

self -de termina tion.

PROGRN4ME OF WORK

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I should like to reiterate

a clarification in respect to this afternoon's programme of work. We shall begin

our work at 2 p.m., when we shall hear the last speakers in the debate on agenda

item 37. It is expected that the debate will conclude at 3 p.m. at the latest.

Consequently, at that time we shall begin the voting process, which will take us

some time owing to the lack here of the mechanical voting equipment at our disposal

in New York. I stress that the voting process will take several hours as a

consequence 0 f the procedure we shall be obliged to follow.
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Mr. MOYA PALENCIA (Mexioo) (interpretation from Spanish): In connection

the independence of a Palestinian Stae in the West Bank and Gaza is a significant
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wi th !:'ec@nt developments in the Middle. East; the <bvernment of M!xico considers

Mexioo has consistently maintained that peace in the region must be predicated
upon the legitimate interests of all parties concerned, inclUding the Palestinian
people. Similarly, we have expressed our conviction that strict compliance with
Uni ted Nations resolutions, in particular Security Council resolutions 242 (1967)
and 338 (1973), is an essential pre-condi tion fot' the' establishment of a lasting
peace in the reg ion.

In the course of the last 21 yeai:s our Organization has forthtightly stated
that the solution to the Middle East crisis must include gueranteeof Israel's
withdrawal from the occupied territories, coexistence ai'lW,)ng all States in the area,
and the exercise of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people.

Acceptance of Security Council resolution 242 (1967) by the Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) implies reoognition of the State of Israel, as that
resolution points out that all States in the region have the right to live in peace
within secure and recognized boundaries.

Similarly, we are enoouraged by the contacts established by the leader of the
PLO with groups interested in finding a solution to the conflict, and in particular
by the oommitment to recognize the State of Israel and to renounce acts of violence
that might undermine that State's right to exist.
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United Nations, to reject the threat of the use of force and to resolve

Mex!oo cher ishes the most fervent hope that the new situation based on respect

for the rights of peoples to self-determination and on recognition of the relevant

Organization (PLO) commits itsel f to respect the p,Jrposes and pt'inciples of the

RM/21

conflict, which has been on the Organization's agenda virtually since the time of
its founding. In th is oonnection the (bvernment of MexiClO is convinced that the
convening of a peace conference under United Nations auspices, with the consent of
all parties involved and with proper preparation, will lead to the achievement of a
comprehensive solution to the Middle East conflict.

This statement represents the Official v.iews of the (bvernment of Mexico on

the essence of item 37 on the Asse\'N)ly's agenda, narr.ely, the ques tion of

Palestine. Circumstances beyond the oontrol of Mertber States and created by a
breach of the treaty between the United Nations and the host country forced the
Assenbly to move from its Headquarters in New York to the hospitable Swiss city of

Geneva in order to hear the historic message delivered the day before yesterday
here in the Palais des Nations by Hr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine

Liberation Organization, as well as important statements by some 100 other speakei:'s
who have overwhelmingly welmmed the advent of the new State of Palestine and

oxpressed their best wishes for an international conference to achieve peace in the
Middle East. The fact that the General Assenbly has met here at Geneva has further
enhanced th is impel' tan t agenda item and the in ter es ting deba te on it, wh i ch is now
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resolutions reflecting these new developments.*

The essential principle of the United Nations Charter that has been an

underlying factor throughout the debate is the pr inciple of the right of all

peoples to self-determination, in this instance th,e Palestinian people.

As has been universally reoognized, the work of the United Nations in the
field of decolonization, which has led to the emergence of dozens of new

independent States in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, is today

playing a signal role by welcoming the proclamation of the State of Palestine by
its people in exercise of its historic and inalienable right to self-determination.

The vast majority of speakers have affirmed that the change in the political

and legal status of the Palestinian people oonstitutes an important step towards
the achievement of peace in the Middle East. Pa the President stated a few noments
ago, the debate on this item has shown that the United Nations oontinues to be a
valuable and effective catalyst for international action, and we are very pleased
that the Organization's oontribution to the solution of this conflict has occurred

under the presidency of one distinguished la tin American and the stewardship of

another, the secretary-General Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar.

We .are convinced that with respect for the rights of all parties w the

Arab-Isreali conflict, especially those of Israel and the State of Palestine, it

will be possible, with the help of the United Nations, to proncte an international
conference and to replace a conflict that has existed for thousands of years and

that has found its I'IOst critical expression in the past 40 years with a just and
lasting peace and the affirmation of another crucial pr inciple of the Charter,

* Mr. Van Lierop (Vanuatu), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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Hr. PEER'l'HUM (Mauritius): Last Sunday marked the fortieth anniversary of
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namely, the peaceful settlement of international disputes .. a principle to which
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the adoption by the General Assembly of t.Ile Universal D!claration of Human Rights.
While we celebrate that landmark cbcument, which ushered the history of humanity

into a new era of civilized behaviour among men, we must at the s.sme til"'~ recall
that to this day millions of people around the wor ld~ especially those who still

live under domination, continue to struggle to achieve the full measure of human

dign i ty that is our bit thr igh t.

Like our brothers and sisters in Namibia and South Afr iea living under the

ostracized system of aparth~~, our Palestinian brethren have been disenfranchised,
dispossess&d and dehumanized. N) people can bear such indiqnities without

eventually rising in revolt and arlled struggle against domination. The heroic

intifadah in the Israeli-occupied territories of the West Bank and Gaza Strip,

which recently passed its first anniversary, reminds us once more of the inexorable
historical march of subjugated peoples everywhere towards liberation.

'Jb paraphrase Shakespear.e, recent events in the Middle East show clearly that
there is a now a tide in the situation in the region that must not be missed if we

do not want to be condemned to perpetuate the miseries of the past four decades, a
per iod notable for too many lives lost, for far too many opportunities lost and for
too many fal ts accomplis er ea ted •

Notwithstanding certain asssertions to the contrary, the recent developments
at the Algiers meeting of the Palestine N.1tional Council, the latest declaration of
Chairman Yasser Arafat at Stockholm and his address to this body on Tuesday last
repr~sent some of the mst IIDmentous moves towards peace in the Middle East. Armed
struggle is no longer the only principal means of achievinq political ends, since
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It is therefore with great disappoinbnent that we view the position of the
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the Palestinian side has now accepted the hOlding of negatta tiona on the bas is of

Sl'curity OCuncil resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). The existence of the State

of Isr.tel has now also been accepted.

Israeli side, which still considers those steps as insufficient. It is an ironic

tWist of logic to hear that it is those who have been dispossessed who are asked to

give up IIIOre Md more and that it is those wi thou t an army and facing a formidable

military madline who are the ones who are threatening the security of their
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The logical conclusion at which we must arrive is that we are, in fact, facing

Israel's real objective of total BMexa tiOi'l of the occupied terri toties vi th Cl view

to realizing the grand dream of Eretz Israel. That anachronistic policy of

occupation and recolonization poses a grave danger to peace in the region. We

therefore urge the United Sta~s authorities to do their utmost to induce Israel to

come to the bargaining table to work out a comprehensive solution to the Middle

East problem on the basis of all relevant United Nations resolutions. This, we

believe, is the only guarantee of the long-lasting peace and security of all States

in the region, including Israel.

In a region where the rcob of oonfl iet are sometimes traced back to biblical

times and where the righteousness of certain political causes is sometimes believed

to have divine sanction no p)litical solution to c:onflicts can be worked out if we

continue to look b.e<*warda on an inflGmmable, multi-mUlenial mix of political,

religious and tribal rivalries.

The Palestine Liberation Organ bation (PLO) has cnRl9 a long way since its

Chairman, Mr. Yasser Arafat, declalCed, on his first visit to this body in 1974~

"I know well that many of you here today once stood in exactly the same

resistance position as I now occupy and from which I must fight. You once had

to oonver t dreams into real ity by your struggle. Therefore you must now share

my dream." (~2282, p. 46)

From New Yor k to Algier s, and now to Geneva, the long tr ek of

O1airman Yaseer Ara~at has been arduous and bloody. The dream, although l;till

alive, is today somewhat truncated, but still acceptable. The Israe.li side must

therefore accept that it, too, must also move forward and not stick stubbocnly to

its own unrealistic dreams of a ftgreater Israel".
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'l'he overwhelming majority of the United t:ations community has recognized that
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the only viable, just and comprehensive solution to the Middle East situation IllUst

particular their right to selfadetermination and their right to est&blish their own
independent sovereign St&te on their national terri tory. The interna tional
mnference on the Middle Best called for by this body to settle the issue must be
held vi thout further delay and must include the participation of the PLO, the sole
and authentic representative of the Palestinian people.

More than 40 years after the United Nations partition plan for Palestine, only
one State has been created and is a menber of this body today. The other State
should take its dghtful place in the international community. We await the day
when the flag of the new Palestinian State will finally be raised on First Avenue
in New York.

In conclusion, may I ex~ess the hope of the delegation of Mauritius that the
positive position adopted by the United States of America yesterday will help brine;that day scon.

Mr. SHAH NANAZ (Pakistan), Events are lOving so fast with rQgard to the
situation in P&1estine, which is the agenda item for consideration by this sesaion
of the General Assembly, that what one has to say one day is overtalten and made out.
of date by developments the next. Any statement today must begin wi th an
expression of deep satisfaction at the turn of events that has l'IOved the United
States GovernMnt to make a historic departure from its policy towards the
Palestine Liberation ~ganization (PLO).

The announcement last night by Secrotary of State George Shultz of the United
States decision to open a direct dialogue with the Pale~t1ne Liberation
Or:ganiz&tion has been rightly interpreted ao a IICst !3igtlliflcant shift in United
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The statement made yesterday by Ambassador Vernon W&ltets, Permanent

entire international community was hoping for such a development in United States

hitting, and its most welcome feature was the even-handed pressure on the Palestine
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policy towards the Palestine question, but few expected it to take place overnight.

Representative of the United States to the United Nations, was forthright and hard

states policy towards the Palestine Liberation Organization in recent times. The

Liberation Organization and Israel to acknowledc;Je the realities of the situation
and to move forwa,..d towards a solution of their problems by recognizing, on the

part of Israel, the need to withdraw from occupied territory' and, on the part of
the Palestine Liberation Organization, the need to concede ,recognition of Israel.

~.

That statement was perhaps the first indication to those part~cipatin9 in the
present debate that a shift in United States (X)Ucy towatds the Palestine

Liberation Organization might be in the offing. Last evening's announcement by

Secretary of State Shultz should open a new chapter for the resolution of the

Arab-Israeli conflict, which has defied solution for the past four decades. It is
a great blow for peace and augurs well for a just settlement of the entire Middle
East question.

We would wish to congratulate the United Stat~s Government for its timely and
historic contribution to the novement for peace in the Middle East. Credit for

that momentous development, however, must go first and forenosL to Chairman

Yasser Arafat and the Palestine Na tional Council. It is they who blazed the trail

for today·s.developments at the nineteenth extraordinary meeting of the Palestine

National Council at Algiers on 12 to 15 November. It was Chairman Yasser Arafat
who relentlessly pursued the goals set in Algiers in all his subsequent travels,
meetings and announcements, culmina ting in his great address tx> the General

Assembly and his press oonference last evening.

< ...,."__I _ ..-------.............-.......------~
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The references in the political resolution to the PLO's acceptance of
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the Palestine National Council's action at Algiers had established the independent

The time is past for recriminations with regard to the General Assembly's

resolutions as the basis for an international peace conference on the Middle East.

resolu tions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) clearly indica te that the PLO accepts those

The Palestine National Council, meeting under the chdirmanship of

Palestinian people.

Palestine is thus a unique occasion in the history of the struggle of the

Mr. Yasser .Arafat in Algiers, proclaimed the independent State of Palestine on

to Chairman Yasser Arafat in Geneva. The present debate on the question of

7 December should have left no room for any doubt. It was a clear statement that

inability to hear Chairman Yasser Arafat in New York. If Chairman Yasser Arafat

and a Government. As such, the Government of Pakistan formally recognized that

was not able to come to the United Nations in New York, the United Nations has come

according to which the constituent elements of a State are a territory, a people

15 Novemer. That proclamation satisfied the requirements of international law,

and equal security for all the States in tha,t region.

For perennial skeptics and cynics the statement in Stockholm issued by the

The new State declared at Algiers has thus committed itself to a policy of peace

State of Palestine and accepted the existence of Israel as a State in the region.

delegation of American Jews and a delegation led by Chairman Yasser Arafat on

-
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In proclaiming an independent State of Palestine at 'J.giers, the Palestine

the Palestinian peace initiative in three parts, which, in view of its contents,
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including State terrorism. Addressing this session of the General Assembly in his
capacity as Chairman of the PLO two days ago, Hr. Yasser Arafat once again

resolutions and also reaffirmed its rejection of terrorism in all its forms,

declared~ "I condemn terror ism in all its forms." He then proceeded to present

deserves the most serious attention of the Assenbly and of the Security COuncil.

The peaCl! initiative aims at a comprehensive settlement to be reached &lIDng the

parties cxmcerned in the Arab-Israeli oonflict within the framework of the

international conference for· peace in the Middle East ar d on the basis of

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Chairman Yasser Arafat concluded his

statement with a passioniilte appeal for peace and a direct message to Israel to come
forward and make what he descr ibed as a peace of the bold.

The year 1988 is a historic year for the united Nations. It is a year during
whim mst of the confl iet situations in different regions of our globe have begun

to yield to sustained efforts for peaceful solutions. The Geneva Accords laid the

foundations for a oomprehensive political settlement in Afghanistan. The long,

drawn-out Iran-Iraq conflict was brought to a halt. The Kampuchean question also
is moving towards a solution. The recent signing of the Brazzaville proboool holds
the promise of complete independence for Namibia in the not-too-distant future.
All those hopeful developments took place under the aegis of the United Nations and

in the con t:e xt 0 f improved r ela t ions be tween the two super-Power s •

In this atmosphere of optimism and hope we have the right to expect that the

resolution of the Palestinian question, too, is not far away. The people of

Palestine and the leadership of the PLO have taken a giant atdde tDwards the
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. oomUtlons in which all States of the region can live in peace and security. The
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resolution of the age-old conflict in the Middle East and the crea tion of

this session of the Assembly contain historic messages that cannot be iCJ\ored by
any eaun try, includino; Israel.
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The struggle of the people of Palestine for dignity and nationhood over the
past four decades has demonstrated that Cl people born to freedom can make all the
necessary saer ifioes tx> regain its independence and sovereignty. It will not be
denied the fruit of its just struggle. Delay in reooc.Jlizing this reality will only
br ing further suffer iogs and misery to all the peoples of the region. It will notextinguish the flame of Uberty that burns eternally.

It is time that the international ootmlunity recognized its responsibilities
towards the people of Palestine. It is time that Ulited Nations machinery were
used to end the festering conflict in the Middle East, the crux of whim lies In
the denial of the right of the people of Palestine to self-determination and
statehood. It is time that Israel, in its own interests and In the interests of
peace in the Middle East region, reooCJ\ized today's historic developments
signifying that the process of peace in the Middle East region is irreversible.

The U'li ted Sta tes Government's deais ion to open a direct dialogue wi th the
Palestine Liberation Organization was not a sad day for Israel, which is the first
unfortunate reaction of the Foreign Min ister of Israel. We hope that the
realization will dawn upon the Q)Yernment of Israel soon enough that the time has
CO~ for Israel, too, m say "Yes" to the pt'ocesa of peace that was initiated by
Chairman Yasser Arafat in his histor ic statement two days ago from the rostrum of
the General AsseJtt)ly and in which all the other parties concerned have joined.

------.....------
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We agree wi th the Secretary-General when he says,

"As the underlying problem can only be resolved through a comprehensive, just

and lasting settlement based on security Council resolutions 242 (1961) and

338 (1913), and taking fully into account the legitimate rights of the

Palestinian people, including self-determination, what is needed is an urgent

effort: by the international oommunity, led by the security Council, to prollDte

an effective negotiating process towards a solution tIla t will secure the

interests of both the Israeli and the Palestinian peoples and enable them to

live in peace wi th each other." (A/43/l, p •. 4)

Pakistan's commitment to the just struggle of the Palestinian people ie a part

of its ideology that precedes its own existence as an independent na tion. Its most
recent reaffirmation came on the occasion of the very first press oonference by

Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto after assuming office, when she described the

Palestinian cause as "our own cause". Chairman Yasser Arafat and the indomitable

people of Palestine may feel assured that, as always, Pak istan will be steadfast in
its support to their just cause and will stand by them in their noble quest for
self -de termina tion and peace in the i1' tor men ted land.

Mr ~ IAOOWU (Cypr us), I would like to join those who spoke before me in

extending a warm welcome to Chairman Yasser Arafat to this portion of the

forty-third session of the United Nations General Assembly being held at Geneva.

Chairman Arafat's address to us and other recent developments make the present
debate on the Palestinian issue a truly historic occasion.

I speak on behalf of a country that has unfailingly and durably supported the
just strug9le of the Palestinian people fur the restoration of its inalienable

rights, including its right to self-determination and the establishment of its own
independent and sovereign State. The Q)vernment of Cyprus, in its o:msistent
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support for the realization of those rights of the Palestinian people, has welcomed
the Algiers Declar~ti~n ~nd the proclamation of the State of Palestine. The

Algiers Daclaration was considered by the Cyprus Government ·as a historic step that
could lead to a just and comprehensive settlement of the Middle East problem in

accordance with the principles of international law, the Uni~d ~tions Charter,
the relevant resolutions of the United Nations and the declarations of the M:>v~ment

of Non-Aligned Countr iea. The Cyprus Government has extended reoogni tion to the

Palestinian State, a decision communicated to the Palestine Liberatior Organization

Chairman Yasser Arafat by our President George Vassiliou.

We are greatly encouraged by the historic address of Chairman Arafat, which

offered ample evidence of the determination and sincerity of the Palestine
Liberation Organization (PI~) to negotiate a lasting peace. Chairman Arafat

delivered to us a peacemaker's address. We commend his peace ini tiative and
congratulate him for making it. His proposals are imaginative and generous, honest
and honour able. We believe that th is inl tia tive enables the peace process to

start. Those who are laying down additional preconditions are stopping the peace

process. We hope that this ini tia tive will soon evoke - and the sooner the

better - a constructive response, and that that genuine opportunity to establish a
lasting peace in the Middle East will not be lost.
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we express out' satisfaction at the decision of the U\ited States to enter into

JB/24

"'he vereiCJft Ministers of the non-ali~ad counules, at their Nicosia

The Government of Ofprus holds the (»sition that, within the framework of an

international eonferenee, in which all the parties involved, including the
Palestine Liberation Organization, will participate on an equal footing, it is

The __Mntu. IR&intained by the intifadllh, ~espite the harsh policies and

ten 1bnles.

peoples in the area, including their right to live within internationaliy

Palestine National COuncil of security Council resoluti-ons 242 (1967) arid

the urgency of a just settlement. My Gov~nnaent repea f:edly expressed its

We also oommend the statements that further clarify the endorsement by the

year, the mtifad~, the Palestinian national uprising 1'1 the occupied West Bank

The Palestinian people wants and deserves a IGSting peace. Over the last

possible to achieve a peaceful settlement safeguardAng the dt;hts of ,ll11 States and

338 (1973) and the rejection arid condel'lll8tion of terrorism in all its forms - a

reoo~ized and secure bordEs.

a direct dialogue witb the PLO. We express the hope that that imp:>rtant decision

I'ubject to which the international community is, for good reason, extremely

and theGaza Strip, has focused world attention OR the drallBof the people and on

conviction that the situation in the occupied teE'rimries is not sustainable and

practices of the occupying Power tha t were deplored in Secud ty Council resolu tions

will imp'ut the nec~ssary IIDmentum to the nucent peace process.

Palestinian ~ple have Wlderlined the particular si4J'\ificance of. !:he updsing.

605 (1987), 607 (1996) and 608 (1988), &nd the unity demonstr~ted by the

stDad againot the ra pr eRS ive measures aCbpted by the Israeli au thori ties in ti~ose

Conffifence l~t. t1Jepte~er, devoted a nftllf section of their Poll tiea! Declara tion to

" .".
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In that same declaration, the non-aligned Foreign Ministers viewed the
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the Palestinian uptising, which they describe as an irreversible historical event

United Nations C01llllittee on the EKercise of the Inalienable Rights of the

Psle~tinian people for the restoration of its usurped r iqhts and the attainment of

upr ising as a legitimate action wi thin the context of the just struggle of the

..and tangible evidence of the Palestinian people's determination to have a State of

Palestinian people, cyprus fully and unwaver inglysupported that posi tion.
Cyprus, a country not at a11. unfamiliar with the evils of occupation, the

expUlsion of the indigenous popula tion or wl th designs to change its del1Dgraphic

I

structure, has particular sympathy for the Palestinian pl ight and has been
supportive of all actions for the reversal of such si tua tions and such practices.we reiterate our position that the Israeli [X)1icy concerning the occupied
territories is contrsry to international law and cannot produce any legal effect.
Military occupation cannot give the occupying force any right to extend its
juril1diction or administration in the occupied territories and, of course, no right
to annex them. We are, naturally, fully against all violations of human rights and
all efforts to change the del1Dgraphic structure of the occupied Palestinian
tel i tor ies •

Our deep interest in the question of Palestine is based on the defence of
principles, but also emanates from our geographical proximity and our historical
links. Ebr all those reasons, we have steadfastly supported the indomitable
struggle of the Pales tin lan people. The pragma tism re £le cted in O\a irman Ara fat's
proposals requires us to hail the untir 1n9 Pales'.ln ian efforts for peace.
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;. tself.

awakened, the Middle East conflicts continue to cast a shadow of gloom. Shattered

global peace. The unanimous decis ion to come to Geneva and the sheer nUnDer of

hopes and aspirations have created a legacy of hate, despair and an inevitable

Once again, we call upon Israel In withdraw completely and unoondi tionally

Amid the endless confusion of tragie events and disputes, one indisputable truth

the tide of recent developments, my delegation considers it necessary to reiter te

en endeavour for peace. While my delegation is pleased to be in Geneva, we deeply

events in the past few weeks. Yet the situation in the Middle East remains

We have shared some uplifting moments as we witnessed a sequence of momentous

Palestine in New York. Those circumstances have, however, served well to provide a

will of the Palestinian people and the epic proportions in which it manifests

delegations here today are clear expressions of the solidarity of the world body in

the search for an end to the Arab-Isr'ael i cnnfl iet and a durable coL... comprehensive

Against the blissful spr ingtime of hope to which the world has recently

nature of that human tragedy has only added to it further dimensions and greater

Mr. THINLEY (Bhutan);, Once again this enchanting city, in a country that
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is steeped in the tradi tion of peace and neutrality, has become a gracious host to

Ah utan 's [lOs i tion.

from all lands occupied since the 1967 war. We call upon Israel to halt its

complexity, while the daily changes are kaleidoscopic and at times bewildering.

history of bloody struggle that has become an explosive stasis. The prolonged

regret the unfortunate circumstances that prevented deliberation on the question of

singular international focus on a subject that has become increasingly critical to

basically unchanged. Therefore, lest we be swayed into a mood of complacency 'by

settlement of the question of Palestine.

stands out with resounding clarity, beyond any doubt or question - the incbmitahle
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the right to an independent sovereign State. Furthermore, ''le wish to make clear

including Israel, to exist within secure and recognized boundaries. We believe

the absolute necessity for peaceful co-existence and the right of all Statef;,

(Mr. Thinley, Bhutan)
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their homes and property. we uphold their right to self-determina tion, including

colonial settlement policy and to dismantle all of its existing settlements in the

occupied territories. We uphold the right of the Palestinian refugees to return to

that the basis for such a solution is contained in Security Council resolutions

242 (1967) ana 338 (1973).
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The day before yesterday, we heard Mr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the
Executive Committee of the PalesUn~ Liberation Organb:ation (PLO), pay a tribute

(Mr. Thinle'y, Bhutan)
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numerous curfews imposed, the in ti fadah celebra tes its victor ious ann iversary.

to the tolerant spir it of Judaism itself. He also mentioned that the growing

The latest manifestation of the powerful and irrepressible wUI of the

wounded, tortured and deported, whole neighbourhoods razed to the ground and

intifadah. In spite of more than 300 dead, thousands incarcerated, countless

Palestinian people emerged in the form of a united and spontaneous upr ising - the

world-wide awareness of the legi till& ce rights of the PLO has even reached Jew ish
groups within Israel. But there is also another factor that bears oonsideration in

addi tion to the voice of conscience that is now being heard wi thin Israel itself.
t speak of the demographic changes. With the drop in Jewish immigration, the

growth of the Jewish popula tion has begun to peak while the large Arab lX)pula tion

of the occupied territories in particular, with its higher birth rate, threatens

the' fragile equilibrium of Israeli society in a manner that could prove decisive
and irreversible. Indeed, for Israel, it is not only conscience but common sense

'::hat dictate a more realistic perception of and reasonable attitude towards the
Arab-Israeli confl iet.

~ lasting solution to the question of Palestine ean only emerge from a direct

and comprehens ive in terna tional nego tia tion on equal terms 8fl¥)ng all par ties to the
oonflict, including the PLO, which is the sole and legitimate representative of the
Palestinian people. In this connection, my delegation is convinced that the

prolX)sed international peace oonference on the Middle East provides the best

possible. framework for fruitful negotia tion. Our confidence in its efficacy has
now been strengthened with the acceptance of Security Council resolutions
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fear, hate and violence that have turned the Middle East: into the stage of an
apocalyptic drama.

(Mr. Thinley, Bhutan)
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towards peace. We are encouraged by Mr. Arafat's statement of conciliation and

We believe that the PLO leadership is now taking bold and courageous steps

urge all CDncerned parties to reciprocate in the same spir it without waver ing any

rules have, therefore, been set for the only alternative to the perpetuation of

JB/25

longer. We call upon all parties to seize the opportuni ties now be fore them and to

242 (1967) and 338 (1973) by the two main parties to the conflict. The ground

oo1lll\it themselves to the hard work of genuine negotiation in a language free of
anbiguities, in a spirit of reasonable compromise and reooCJ'\ition of the
inescapable necessity to ro-exist and by shedding the shackles of historical and
psychological prejudices that have shut out the goodness of humanity that is there
on both sides.

In that connection, we weloome with deep satisfaction the decis ion by the
united States Government to enter into direct negotiation with the PLO. The peace
process has now begun.

In conclusion, I share with menDers the optimism of the eminent scholar Edward
said, who writes with poetic eloquence of the plight of his people, the
Palestinians. He is CDnvinced thatt.

"'!Wo things are certaint. the Jews of Israel will remain~ the Palestinians
will also remain."

In CDmparil1g Palestinian and Jewish history, he also discovers that they are
"fundamentally reconcilable within a common historical perspecti~e". But it is in
the oonclusion ID his study on the question of Palestine that the profundity of the
man's wisdom becomes inspira tional if not prophetic. ~ferring to "Arabs and
Jews - whose ~st and future t.ie them together", he declares thatt.
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(Mr. Thin ley, Bh~~)

"their encounter has yet to occur on arty important scale. But it will occur,

I know, and it will be to their mutual benefit".

The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m.
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